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INTRODUCTION
The title of this volume is more than a parody of a similarly named work
appearing in the past decade. It has real meaning. By "Last" we mean just
that: it is not expected that another version of the XGP Font Catalog (last
issued as Working Paper No. 72, May 24, 1974) will appear in the future.
There are two reasons. First, the arrival of the Xerox Alto-cum-Dover system,
which produces documents of much higher quality substantially faster, has
reduced the use of its venerable ancestor, the Xerox Graphic Printer. The
production and maintenance of fonts for the XGP has been almost nonexistent
since the demise of the XGP Fonts Support Group due to lack of time, energy,
and interest. We do not anticipate much increase in any such activity in the
near future, at least not directed toward the XGP. The second reason is the
loose-leaf format of the present volume. It is unrealistic to expect the creation
of new fonts for the XGP to cease, even though it becomes limited. As new
fonts are introduced and old ones improved, replaced, or flushed, changed pages
may be easily inserted or removed from the Catalog.
The "Whole" in the title means that we have included every font from the AI
PDP-10's standard font directories, FONTS and FONTS1, and from the TEX
font library on TEXFNT. Fonts from the "user supported" FONTS2 directory
are not included in this listing. However, some files previously on that directory
may have been moved to a standard font directory. We also did not include
anything from the Lisp Machine's font collection or from the various personal
and project directories on the system. Finally, there are no files from the
XFONT directory. As advertised many times in the past, this is a working
directory only and subject to change without notice. Any useful fonts from
XFONT (the Times family, math and symbols, and others) have been moved to
one of the standard directories.
The remainder of the title is self-explanatory.
Why undertake to produce a new Catalog, given the diminished use of the XGP?
The original motivation for an updated edition came from the A.I. Lab
Publications people. They were still receiving requests for the old (and quite
out-of-date) version, and asked if it should be reprinted. At that time, it was
not clear when (or if) the Dover was to appear, and there was at least some
semblance of an active Fonts Support Group. Our plan was to improve the state
of the font world greatly-some of you may remember a proposal to that
effect-then prepare a new catalog in an entirely different and more usable
format, with a complete listing of the fonts. This first step was unfortunately
never fully realized. As a result, the new catalog was postponed for a while and
the old one not reprinted. It has taken until now for what remains of the Fonts
Support Group to put the issue to rest with the publication of this edition.
We feel justified in producing this volume at this time for several reasons.
Contrary to some opinions expressed by various people in the A.I. and LCS
community, the XGP will not go away very soon. The XGP is still used and
will continue to be while Laboratory members adjust to the new capabilities of
the Dover and the various document preparation facilities associated with it.
Due to Alto design limitations, it is not possible to output raster information (bit
maps the flavor of XGP scan files) on the Dover; these must yet be printed on
the XGP. We are informed that to change this would require a large
engineering effort and that there is no plan to do this soon. Also, the transfer
of special fonts which were designed for the XGP and are necessary for certain
types of papers is non-trivial due to the peculiar storage form of Dover fonts,
and will probably only be done incrementally. Until this happens, authors of
papers requiring special fonts will still use the XGP. Finally, there are at least
two groups whose research and development efforts toward personal computers
include the display of text on high-resolution video terminals, and who at least
peripherally should find this compilation of fonts useful.
Organization of the Catalog
The organization of the Catalog is quite different from its predecessor. All fonts
are placed into one of four divisions: English Alphabets, Foreign Alphabets,
Symbols and Special Characters, and Graphic Fonts. The English Alphabets is
by far the largest division and is composed of all fonts of English alphabets and
punctuation, including the Ascii printable character set and its supersets (such as
SAIL). Within this division, fonts are grouped by family. Members of a family
are related by design of the face (such as Times, News Gothic), or perhaps
similar historical development (such as the LPT or Typewriter families). Within
families, they are arranged by size and style (bold, italic, etc.). Some families
exist for convenience: all fonts of a decorative nature are placed in Decorative,
singleton fonts with no clear family are lumped together in Miscellaneous. The
Foreign Alphabets division includes all non-English language fonts. Symbols and
Special Characters contains fonts with non-text characters: symbols for
mathematics and other formal languages are the primary members. Included are
only those fonts with characters that appear in the normal composition of text;
picture-drawing fonts fit in the fourth division. Fonts created explicitly for
superscripts and subscripts are considered symbol fonts. Graphic Fonts contains
all pictures (Snoopy, the Enterprise, MIT logotypes), figure-drawing, and layout
fonts (such as the chessboard characters).
Some of the XGP fonts may not clearly fit into a single division. In that case,
our decisions were somewhat arbitrary. The creation of new families for the
English alphabets certainly was arbitrary: we could have placed all fixed-width
fonts in one group, but chose to distinguish those of clearly different design or
use.
Each division, and for the English Alphabets each family, begins with a brief
description of the fonts therein, perhaps with some historical note or comment
about use of the font. After this is a list of the fonts in the family which are
included in the Catalog. This list includes not only the name of the font file
and its directory, but also some characteristics of the font such as height,
maximum width, and x-heights (see below). Immediately following the list come
the fonts themselves.
With the exception of the Graphic Fonts, each font file is presented as a one- or
two-page sample sheet generated automatically by the XGP. We would have
provided a more compact and illustrative format which still gave the character
code assignments, but were prevented due to severe lack of time. The larger
graphic fonts are shown on customized pages, which include sizing information as
well as a display of the pictures and their character code assignments.
After all four divisions come the Appendices. There are three included in the
initial publication; more may be added later. First is an alphabetical index of
all font files which are given in the main body. Each entry is for a single font,
and includes the file name and directory, the associated division name, and for
English fonts, the family name. Since pages are not numbered in the main part
of the Catalog, reference is by family; the user then has only to search the
appropriate section of the catalog for the desired font.
The second appendix is a font sampler, which shows alphabets of most of the
English fonts. Use the font index (Appendix One) to find the location of the
font in the main body.
The third appendix describes in detail the format of the font files used at MIT
(called "KST" files for historical reasons).
Presentation of the Fonts
Each division (or family for the English fonts) begins with some comments on
the fonts contained in that division or family, and is followed by a list of those
fonts. This list gives the name of each font file and the directory on which it
lives in the first column. The second column indicates the pitch of the font,
whether it is fixed-width (F) or variable-width (V). Some fixed-width fonts are
labelled V; this is apparently due to one or more characters in the font which
are a different width than everything else. The last six columns give some useful
size information. The columns are labelled mnemonically and are, from left to
right, height of the font (HT), baseline (BL), the character width of the widest
character (MW), the width of the space if it exists (SW), the X-height of the
capitals (XC), and the x-height of the lower case (XL). All numbers are in
terms of XGP pixels. For non-text fonts, a pair of dashes appears in the latter
two columns, meaning that the x-heights are inappropriate for that font. Also, if
a font has no upper or no lower case, the dashes will appear in the
corresponding position. The X-height of a font is the height of a capital X in
the font; the x-height is, not surprisingly, the height of a lower case x. These
serve as truer measures of the perceived size of a character than the font height,
which includes top and bottom margins.
Explanations and Caveats
Warnings About the Sample Reproductions
Do not trust too much the representations of the fonts as you see them in this
volume. The XGP is capricious, by design as well as by accident. It has a
nominal horizontal resolution of 200 pixels per inch, and has reportedly been
adjusted to yield 200 pixels per inch vertically. One must say "nominal
horizontal resolution" because there is a significant amount of pin-cushion
distortion introduced by the cathode-ray scanner. This manifests as slightly
lower resolution near the edges of the paper, and slightly higher in the center.
The result is wider characters near the edges of the paper, and narrower ones in
the center. The 200 pixels per inch is an average. Even the vertical resolution,
which is controlled by the speed of the paper slew, is not terribly constant, at
least across several days. One may occasionally find that identical output on
separate days is not the same length: when you hold the two sheets up to the
light, you can see how the characters on one have stretched. To make matters
worse, measurements have indicated that the vertical resolution is actually about
192 pixels per inch. Characters are therefore slightly elongated vertically.
The quality of XGP output varies because of differences in toner density as well
as placement of and spacing between dots on the paper. On some days, the
printing is quite black and thick, and character definition is exceedingly crisp;
on other days, even the boldest fonts tend to fade into a gray background.
There are many factors which influence the perception of text printed by the
XGP, including the kind of paper, the nature of ambient light, the relative
placement of text on the page. There are times when a rather light font chosen
from the sample sheets will come out quite bold; even identical fonts may
appear radically different if printed at different times.
Even if the XGP were operating perfectly all the time, there is still no way to
exactly reproduce in a printed volume the appearance of a page of XGP output.
Multilith ink and paper have different reflective characteristics than those of
toner or XGP paper, so should not be expected to compare. In short, the only
way to judge if a particular font is suitable for an application is to print it on
the XGP and see.
Caveats About Font Size and Fidelity
The XGP is not able to reproduce a wide variety of type sizes. When a
character's size approaches the limit of and output device's resolution, all fonts
begin to look alike: there is only one way to make a lower-case "1" a single
pixel wide. Even the larger sizes have their problems. Electrostatic repulsion
among the toner particles causes the centers of big black areas to become
washed out, and large fonts do not fare well.
One very important thing to realize about the XGP is that its resolution is not
really very high. Commerically available raster-based photo- or laser-typesetting
equipment will produce from 380 to 5300 dots per inch on photosensitive paper
or film. Printing ink itself might be considered under similar criteria to have
about 500 points per inch resolution. Fonts created for our XGP just will not
have the definition and appearance of those for commercial purposes. It is
unrealistic to expect our Bodoni fonts to show the fine serifs and high contrast
between thick and thin strokes which are its hallmark, or our Baskerville to look
like that in even a cheaply set textbook. Since it is difficult if not impossible to
make papers look as pretty as professionally typeset works, try to make them
readable. Don't let the novelty of a face seduce you: use a bit of care and
good taste in choosing adequate fonts.
Names of Font Files
The scheme for naming the vast majority of the XGP font files is historical, and
it is doubtful that anyone would be willing to accept the blame or credit for any
of it. The original intention was to provide as much information about the font
as possible in the name. For example, "25FG KST" indicates a font 25 XGP
pixels high, of fixed character widths, and Gothic style (characters with serifs
were erroneously called "Roman", while those without were called "Gothic").
Unfortunately, this scheme lead to artificial grouping of fonts which bore no
familial. resemblance except in name. For example, "25FG KST" is of the LPT
family (inspired by old line-printer fonts), while "25FG1 KST" belongs to the
Gacham family and has different characteristics.
The general format of font names is a size specification (number of XGP pixels),
an F or a V to indicate fixed- or variable-width, respectively, a font type of G
for Gothic, R for Roman, and possibly a final I or B for italic or bold. Names
of special fonts often begin with an S. These conventions were usually adhered
to, but were often bent to accomodate special cases. The second names of font
files were always "KST" to distinguish MIT format fonts from those elsewhere.
Fonts which were created by the Fonts Support Group during its short life had a
somewhat more rational naming scheme. Rather than try and code information
into a font name-and there is a good deal more information required to make
a decision than will fit into six characters--the choice was to use the family
names qualified by size and style. It would be the user's responsibility to
remember or find out such characteristics of the font as whether it was fixed or
variable width, if it had the SAIL character set, whether it had ligatures or not,
if it used an up-arrow or a circumflex, and much more. This is the naming
scheme used for the Times family of fonts. A file name of "TIMES 12ROM"
indicates the 12-point Roman member of the Times family. Its italic and bold
brothers would be "TIMES 12ITAL" and "TIMES 12BOLD", and so on. The
first file name is the family name, and the second contains the size in terms of
points (printers points, 72.3 to the inch) and the type: "ROM" (reserved for
fonts which are truly of Roman character), "ITAL", "BOLD", "BOLDIT",
"SPEC" (for special characters peculiar to a given family, such as small capitals),
or "PT" (for "point", if there was nothing else more descriptive). The decision
to use printers points for size specification instead of XGP pixels was made in
order to bring MIT conventions in line with those of the printing and word-
processing industries, and thus make interchange more compatible.
Of course, for all this, there are still many fonts whose names come from
altogether different considerations, such as fonts from Carnegie-Mellon.
Character Assignments
We are compelled at this point to warn the reader about the assignments of
characters to the 128 available Ascii codes. You should expect only token
consistency between fonts. It is reasonable to assume that within the English
alphabets at least, octal code 40 is a space, 101 is a capital "A", 141 is a lower
case "a", and that the rest of the alphabetics, the numerals, and most of the
punctuation agree with Ascii standards. But there are many variations. Not all
fonts have the SAIL character set, and those that do may only have a subset. A
few do not even have all of the 95 printable Ascii characters; others may
substitute an up-arrow for a circumflex, or put ligatures on the control
characters. One might expect such problems among the foreign alphabets, but
could hope for better among the English fonts. Of course, the graphic and
symbols fonts have an arbitrary character association. The unfortunate result of
the lack of standardization is that the fonts are generally not interchangeable for
anything more than straight text. The best way to avoid losing completely is to
stick with one set of compatible fonts once you find it.
ENGLISH ALPHABETS
This is the largest of the three divisions in the Catalog. It contains all English
alphabets, including those used for program listings and documentation. They all
include at least the 26 alphabetic characters (usually both upper and lower case),
and most have the regular punctuation found on Ascii keyboards. In addition,
many have the SAIL extended character set, or some special typographic
characters. Please read the "Explanations and Caveats" section of the
Introduction concerning things to expect and not to expect about these fonts.
Family: Baskerville
The Baskerville family was designed in 1757 by the Englishman John Baskerville,
a wealthy amateur whose hobby was printing. It is a Transitional face, so called
because it forms a bridge between Old Style and Modern faces (there really are
marked differences, but it isn't worth going into here). The letters tend to be
very wide for their heights, are closely fitted, and make a very comfortable and
readable face. Much of its character, however, is lost in the low resolution of
the XGP. It is typically wide-set, great for filling up space when doesn't have a
lot to say. It is probably the most popular font on the XGP for technical
papers.
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THE SICK DROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;AI
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




'PEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
p to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
84:25:21AI:FONTS1;10BAXL KST
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"The time has come,
"To talk of many
Of shoes, and ships
Of cabbages and
And why the sea is
And whether pigs
LAZY FROG.







(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X)
SKIPA
.IOT
;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
B, [440700,, [ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]]
TYOC,A




































































































English Alphabets Family: Fixed
A wide-set monospace font (fixed width), it is a little too wide for most
applications. It is not unpleasant to read, but should be use sparingly.
Font Name Pitch HT BL MW SW XC XL
FONTS1; FIXED 12PT V 33 25 25 25 23 17
FONTS1; FIXED 14PT F 39 31 25 25 28 21
FONTS1; FIXED 18PT F 50 38 35 35 35 26
FONTS1; FIXED 24PT F 67 50 50 50 -- --
Monday, February 4, 1988
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028 c 860 0 120 P 160 p
821 0 861 1 121 Q 161 q
822 2 R 162 r
823 U 863 3 3 123 S 163 s
8024 V 864 4 124 T 164 t
025 3 865 5 125 U J 165 u
026 866 6 126 V 166 v
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032 , 072 : 0 132 Z 172 z
0
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Thursday, January 31, 19808
808 048 1008 140 '
801 & 041 ! 101 A t 141 a
002 a 842"" 102 B 142 b
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017 a 057 / 117 0 - 157 o
020 c 068 0 120 P 160 p
021 > 061 1 121 Q 161 q
822 n 062 2 122 R I 162 r
023 U 063 3 2 123 S 163 s
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025 3 065 5 125 U 165 u
026 860 6 126 V 166 v
027 067 7 127 W I 167 w
830- 0708 1308 X 170 x
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"Chc time has come," the Walrus sath,
"Eo talh of mang things;
)f shoes, ana ships, ana scaling wax,
Of cabbages anb hings,
Anb whg the sea is boiling hot,
Anh whether pigs haoc wings."
(DETHN APPEND (X g) ;APPEND FUNCUtON 30FOR L3z




































































;loop to print chars
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The time hass come, the ~Valrus saia,
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rlhe time has colne, the Walrus said,
To talkl of sanion things;
'i shoes, an, ships, and seating wax,
Of cabbages ana kings,
$naa why the sea is boiling hot,
!Wltla whether pigs have wtings.
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The time has come the Walrus said
To talk of many things
Of shoes and ships and sealing wax
Of cabbages and kings
ind why the sea is boiling hot
Rnd whether pigs have wings
DEFUIR iPPERD X Y KPPERD FI
COIRD RULL X Y
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TTIE 3ICKI B3ROWR QUUtX NUIITPED OVER TTIE LUY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot.
fnd whether pigs have wings."
(]EFUDiR PPERD (X Y) ;:PPERD FURCTIOR FORI L•IP
(CORD ((RUbL X) Y)
(T (CORM (C•I X) (RPPERD (CDB X) Y)))))
AI:FONTS;36VBEE KST 86:38:18
Family: Decorative
Collected here are the decorative English alphabet type faces. They are not
suitable for long strings of text, but only for "display" purposes. That is why
they appear by and large only in the larger sizes. Resist the temptation to mix
them with normal text, as they tend to stand out too much and distract the
reader. They are usually acceptable when used in signs or announcements.
The heritage of most of these fonts is not traceable. The Monastic scripts came
to us from CMU, but were designed by an art student at the University of
Illinois. The SCRIPT 12PT was digitized and edited by us.
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835 e 875 = 135 1] 175 fl
836 7 8 6 > 136 - 176 ff1
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Saturday, February 23, 1980
000888 840 180 e 3 140 '
0881 4 841! ! 181A A 141 a a
882 a e 042 " " 102 B B 142 b b
8803 A 843 # 103C C 143 c c
884 A H 844 S p 184 0 D 144 d d
8805 - 11 845 % 0 105 E E 145 e e
886 E 846 & & 106 F F 146 f f
8807 T 047 ' 107 G G 147 g g
010 050 ( ( 118 H H 158 h h
O11Y / 051 ) 111I 1 151 i i
8128 7 052 * * 112 J J 152 j j
813 t a 853 + f-- 113 K K 153 k k
814 ± p 054 , , 114 L L 154 1 I
815 9 - 855 - 115 M M 155 m m•
816 < 6 856 . 116 N N 156 n n
017 a e 857 / / 117 0 O 157 o
020 c 0608 8 0 120 P P 168 p p
021 >D 861 1 1 121 0 Q 161 q q
822 n 0 862 2 2 122 R R 162 r r
823 u 6 863 3 9 123 S S 163 s a
824 V 0 864 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
825 3 A 065 5 5 125 U U 165 u u
026 e 08666 6 126 V V 166 v
027 V 067 7 7 127 W W 167 w o
8308 878 8 8 1308 X X 170 x z
031 - 071 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
032 # p 872 : 132 Z Z 172 z
833 o 873 ; 133 [ 173 {
034 • r 874 < < 134 \ " 174 w
035 v 875 = = 135 ] 1 175 ) p
836 0 076 > > 136 ^ - 176 ~ #













.stt (CO ND( (NULL sX Y)
%s tt s s s ((OONSt (CARX) (APPEND (CDRAX) Y)))))





Saturday, February 23j 1988
888 1 r 848 180 a 0 148 '
801 J. 0 841! ! 181 A A 141 a a
882 ac 8 042 " " 182 8 B 142 b b
883 A 843# # 183 C C 143 c c
884 ^A 844 8 $ 184 D D 144 d d
8805 - II 845 % 185 E E 145 e
886 E 846 & & 186 F F 146f f
887 n T 847 ' 187 G G 147g g
818 858 ( ( 118 H H 158 h h
811 Y g 851 ) ) 111 I I 151 i i
012 6 0 852 * * 112 J J 152 j
013 ' T 853 + + 113 K K 153 k k
014 ± 854 , , 114 L L 154 1 1
815 e 855 - - 115 M M 155 m m
816 856 . 116 N N 156 n n
017 a ' 857 / / 117 0 0 157 o o
828 c 868 8 0 128 P P 168 p p
021 D 861 1 1 121 Q Q 161 q q
822 n - 862 2 2 122 R R 162 r r
823 u " 063 3 3 123 S 8 163 s *
824 V 864 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
8253 865 5 5 125 U U 165 u u
826 e 866 6 6 126 V V 166 v v
827 * 067 7 7 127 W W 167 w w
0380 - 78 8 8 138 X X 178 x x
831 - 871 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
832 * a 872 : 132 Z Z 172 z m
833 A 873 ; 133 [ [ 173 {1
034 _ 5 874 < < 134\ \ 174 1 I
035 ;t 875 = = 135 J ] 175 }
836 = E 876 > > 136 A 176 , a
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
AI:TEXFNT;CMTT1 KST 28:33:25
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THEUSICKUBROWNUQUUXUJUMPEDUOVERUTHEULAZYUFROG.
"TheUtimeUhasUcome, "UtheUWalrusUsaid,
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THEUSICKUBROWNUQUUXUJUMPEDUOVERiLfHEULAZYUFROG.
"TheUtimeUhasUcome, "UtheUWalrusUsaid,







IIIIII I III (TU(CONSU(CARUX)U(APPENDU(CDRUX)UY)))))
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings.*
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




;loop to print chars
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(DEFUNUAPPENDU (XUY) ; APPENDUFUNCTIONUFORULIBP
LJI I (CONDU( (NULLUX)UY)
I I II I I I I I(TU(CONSU(CARUX)U(APPENDU(CDRLJX)UY)))))
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Saturday, February 23, 1980
888 F i 848 0 188 l 0 148 ''
081 4 A 41 ! ! 181 A A 141 a a
002 c a 042" " 102 B B 142b b
883 a 843 # 183C C 143 c c
884 A = 044 5 co 184 D 144d d
885 - 845% % 185 E E 145 e
886 E 846 & & 186 F F 146 f f
8007 n 047 ' 187 G G 147 g g
018 • ) 858 ( 110 H H 158 h h
o11 Y * 051) 111I 1 151 i
012 8 C 052 112 J J 152 j
813 t 1 053+ + 113 K K 153 k k
014 ± 054 , , 114 L L 154 I 1
815 055 - - 11 M M 155 m m
016 ol 056 . 116 N N 156 n n
817 a 057 / / 1170 0O 157 o o
828 c 0688 0 1208 P P 168 p p
021 0861 1 1 121Q Q 161q q
822 n 062 2 2 122 R R 162 r r
823 U 863 3 3 123 SS 163 s
824 V 064 4 4 124 T T 164t t
025 3 065 5 5 125U U 165 u u
026 e 66 6 126 v V 166 v v
027 *- 867 7 7 127 W W 167 u w
038- - 070 8 8 130 X X 178 x x
031 . 071 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
032 , 072 : 132 Z Z 172z z
033 13 073 ; 133 [ 173 i ff
834: s e 874< < 134 \ 174 1 fi
835 ? ce 875 m 135 1 175 1 fl
036 = E 076 > > 136^ - 176 ffi
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"Theotim ehasocome," Othe0Walrusosaid,
0 0"Tootalk ofomany things;
























































































































































































































































































































































































































0#######SKIPA#B, 440700,,JASCIZ "FOOBAR "J ;loop#tooprint#chars
LOOP:##o#.IO ToTYOC,A
o0####0#ILDBOA,B
o#o#### JUMPNOA,LOOP ;jumpgunles#oterminatingon ull
AI:TEXFNT;CMS9 KST 28:23:31
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AI: TEXFNT;CMI7 KST 28:18:15














































































































































t gg.m (COONDh((NULLX) Y)
,,ussmf (Fr (OONS•g(CARX)h (APPENNDs(•DRX)Y)))))





























































































































































Saturday, February 23, 1988
888oo 848 0 188 . 0 148 '
881 4 A 841! 181 AA 141 a
0882 ca 0 842" " 182 B B 142b b
083 A 843 # 183C C 143 c c
884 A4  844 s cc 184D D 144 d d
885 - I 8045% % 105 E 145 e a
886 0E 846& & 186F F 146 f
887 n 847 ' 187G G 147 g g
818 ; k 858 ( 118H H 158 h h
O811 Y 851 ) 111I I isi i
812 a 852 112 J J 152 j
813 t 1 053+ + 113 K K 153 k k
_14 + 854 ,, 114 L L 154o1 1
815 O 855- - 115 M M 155 m m
016 c 856 . 116 N N 156 n n
817 a 857/ / 117 0 0 157 o o
828 c 868 8 0 128P P 168 p p
821 8 061 1 1 121Q Q 161q q
822 n " 062 2 2 122 R R 162 r r
823 U " 063 3 3 123S S 163 s a
824 " 064 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
825 3 865 5 5 125 U U 165 u u
826. " 868 6 126 V V 166 v v
027 * 867 7 7 127 14 W 167 w w
838 -78 8 8 138 X X 178x x
031 , 071 9 9 131 Y Y 17 1 y
032 w 872 : 132Z Z 172 z
033 * j 873 ; ; 133 [ 173 4 H
834 s a 874 < < 134 \ 174 fi
035 2 875= = 135 ] ] 175 1 f
036 a 8076 > > 136 ^ - 176 ~ ffi
037 v .( 077 ? 137 - 177f fi
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxys
0123456789!"'oo%& () *+,-./:;<-> ?1"J--ff if lfiff
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Saturday, February 23, 1988
888 1 r 848 0 188 . 0 148 ' *
881 4 A 841 !! 181 A 141 a
0882 a 842 " 182 8 B 142 b b
883 A43 # 183 C C 143 c
884 A 844 S co 184 0 D 144 d d
885 - H 845 % % 185 E 145 e e
886 O 846 & & 180 F F 14f f
887 n 047 ' 187 G G 147 g g
8108 858 ( 118 H H 158 h h
Ol Y 851 1111 I 151 i
812 852 a 112 J 1 152 j j
813 t 853 + + 113 K K 153 k k
0814 854 ,, 114 L L 154 I
015 855 - 115 M 155 m m
816 ' 856 . 116 N N 156 n n
8178 a 857/ / 117 0 0 157 o
828 c 68 8 0 128 P P 168 p p
021 : 861 1 1 121 Q Q 161• q
822 n 862 22 122 R R 162 r r
023 U 863 3 3 123 S 13 s a
824 V 064 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
825 3 O85 5 5 125 U U 165 u u
826 " 866 6 126 V V 166 v v
827 * 867 7 7 127 W W 167 w w
830 0 0 8788 8 138 X X 178 x x
831 871 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
832 i 872 : 132 Z 172 z s
833 873 ; ; 133 L 173( iR
834 a 874 < < 134 174 fR
835 a 875- == 135 1 175) f1 8
036 A 876 > > 136^ - 176 fw i
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Saturday, February 23, 1988
000 I r 040 0 180 . 0 148 ' '
0881 A 41 ! 1 181 A 141a a
882 a E 842 " " 182 B B 142b b
883 A 0843 # 183C C 143 c c
884 A 844 8 oo 184 0 D 144d d
005 0- 845% %~ 185 E E 145 e e
88c E 846 & 186 F F 146 f f
8007 i 847 ' 187 G G 147 g g
818 A I 8580 ( 118 H H 150 h h
1il y 8051 ) 111 1 I 151 i i
012 sf 052 112 J J 152j j
813 1 1 853+ + 113 K K 153 k k
814 t J 854 , 114 L L 154 1 1
015 ' 855- - 115 M 155m m
018 ' 056. . 116 N N 156 n n
817 8 857/ / 1170 0 157o o
028 c 688 0 0 120 P P 1O8 p p
821 D 8611 1 121 Q Q 161 q q
822 n 0862 2 2 122R R 162 r r
023 u " 0863 3 3 123S S 163 e s
024 V 864 4 4 124 T T 164t t
825 3 865 5 5 125 U U 165 u U
826 . " 886 6 126 V V 166 v v
827. * 867 7 7 127 W W 167 w w
830 - 87 8 8 130 X 178 x x
831 871 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
032 072 : 132 Z Z 172z z
833 0 873: ; 133 [ [ 173 i ff
834 < ae 874 < < 134 \ " 174 fi
035 2 e 875 = = 135 i ] 175 fi
836 E 876> > 136 - 176 fi
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15 Computer Modern Sans Serif
19 " " " "I
16 .C.M. Sans Serif Bold
15 C.M. Sans Serif Bold Slanted
18 C.M. small caps
16 C.M. with small capitals
15 C.M. small caps with lower case
13 C.M. Teletype (fixed width)
13 " " " "
14 " " " "





23 C.M. sans serif title
16 C.M. Dunhill
28
English Alphabets Family: Computer Modern
These are the results of Donald E. Knuth's experimentation into the production
of typefaces using his METAFONT system. The fonts given here were designed
for use with his TEX system for typesetting mathematics. They are given only
for reference, as they should not be used by our present text justifiers other than
TEX. Note the assignment of character codes and the lack of a blank space
character (although someone has taken the trouble to copy some of these fonts,
restore the blank, and rename them). Because the Greek letters occupy what
would otherwise be unused codes, there are no separate Greek fonts to go with
Computer Modern. The term "Computer Modern" is not a family name, as
Knuth seems to have applied it to any font created by METAFONT. There are
consequently several face styles in the following,. including sans serif and
something one presumes from its name was inspired by a little-used face called
Dunhill. Brief annotations follow the font data.
These are the only set of fonts anywhere on our system which have not only a
rational naming scheme, but a rather complete size range as well. Because they
were designed with the XGP in mind, they reproduce well. However, they are
the result of an experimental process and may lack the definition found in hand-
edited fonts. Also, the sizes given are in points, but under the assumption that
the final document would be reduced to 70 percent of original size. The actual
size of the font, therefore, is roughly 1/0.70 = 1.43 times the given size.
For more information, please see the METAFONT and TEX users manuals.
Font Name Pitch HT BL MW SW XC XL
TEXFNT; CMR5 KST V 18 13 24 11 13 9 Computer Modern Roman
TEXFNT; CMR6 KST V 22 16 27 13 15 10 " " "
TEXFNT; CMR7 KST V 25 18 30 14 18 12 " " "
TEXFNT; CMR8 KST V 29 21 32 15 20 13 " " "
TEXFNT; CMR9 KST V 32 23 35 17 23 15 " " "
TEXFNT; CMR10 KST V 36 26 38 18 25 16 " " "
TEXFNT; CMB8 KST V 29 21 32 15 13 9 Computer Modern Bold
TEXFNT; CMB9 KST V 32 23 35 17 15 10 " " "
TEXFNT; CMB10 KST V 36 26 38 18 18 12 " " "
TEXFNT; CMI5 KST V 18 13 25 9 13 9 Computer Modern Italic
TEXFNT; CMI6 KST V 22 16 26 9 15 10 " go
TEXFNT; CMHI KST V 25 18 30 9 18 12 " " "
TEXFNT; CMI8 KST V 29 21 31 9 20 13 " " "
TEXFNT; CMI9 KST V 32 23 33 10 23 15 "
TEXFNT; CMI1O KST V 36 26 36 11 25 16 "
TEXFNT; CMS8 KST V 29 21 32 15 20 13 Computer Modern Slanted
TEXFNT; CMS9 KST V 32 23 35 17 23 15 " " "
TFVFT. rM~1In VIT V 9A6 2A 1tA 2 1C " " "t
, I1 I)V LV ~V IV LJ IV
Thursday, January 31, 1980
0008 1 048 188 e 140 ' '
001 4 041 ! 101 A A 141 a a
8002 042 " " 102 B 142b b
003 3 843 # # 183 C C 143 c e
884 A 844 8 $ 184 D D 144d d
005 - 845 %Z 105 E 145 e e
88006 846 & x 106 F F 146 f
007 n 847' ' 187 G ( 147 g g
0108 85 ( ( 11 H H 150 h h
811 Y 051 ) 111 I I 151 i i
812 s 852 * 112 J J 152 j J
013 t 053 + + 113 K K 153k k
014 + 854 ,, 114L L 154 1 1
015 e 855 - - 115 M I 155 m in
816 - ffl 856 .. 116 N N 156 n n
017 8 857 / / 1170 0 157 o o
028 c 8680 0 120 P P 168 p p
021 : 061 1 1 121 Q 161 q q
822 n 862 2 2 122R R 162 r r
023 u 0863 3 3 123S S 163 s s
024 V 064 4 4 124T T 164 t t
025 3 065 5 5 125 U U 165 u u
026 866 6 6 126 V V 166 v v
027 0677 7 7 127 W W 167 w w
030 4- 0708 8 8 130 X X 178 x x
031 - 071 9 131Y Y 171 y y
032 * ffi 872 : 132Z Z 172 z z
833 + 073 ; 133 [ 173 {
834 < 874 < < 134 \ 174 I
035 _ ff 075 = = 135 1] 175 1
036 - fi 076 > > 136 " 176
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
AI:FONTS;37VRB KST 086:41:21
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has -come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;AI
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





SPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
R X) Y)))))
;loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;CLAR38 KST
English Alphabets Family: Clarendon
It appears that we have only two fonts of the Clarendon family, both of them in
bold. Clarendon is a fat-faced Egyptian type (has slab serifs that don't taper at
the ends), with short and stocky ascenders and descenders. It was designed in
the middle of the 19th century industrial era, and reflects strength and a
structural simplicity. It is adequate for titles and subtitles, but resist using our
particular fonts for normal text.
Font Name Pitch HT BL MW SW XC XL
FONTS1; CLAR30 KST
FONTS; 37VRB KST
30 23 35 16 23 20
37 27 51 19 26 23
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And .why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings.
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ; APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIP/A B, [448780,, [/JSCIZ \FOOBAR\] ]
LOOP: .107' TYOC, A
ILDB /, B
JUM PN A/, LOOP
;loop to print chars
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER TI
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND F
(COND ((NULL X) Y)







































































































































Thursday, January 31, 1988
000 040 1088 e 148 '
001 J, 041! 181 A A 141 a
002 a o( 842 " 182 B 142 b b
0883.0 13 043 # a 103 C C 143 c C
084 A 844 8 $ 104 D 144d d
005 - 845 % . 185 E 145e e
0068 046 & 1806F F 148 f f
8007 n 847' ' 187 G 147 g
018 A 050( ( 1180H H 1580 h
O11 Y 851 ) 111 I 151i i
012 052 a C 112 J J 152 J
013 t 853 + + 113 K 153 k
014± f 054 ,, 114L L 154 I I
815 0 855 - - 115 MM 155 m It
016 o 00 056 . 116 N N 156 n It
017 a 0 857 / 117 0 157 o 0
820 c 068 8 0 128 P 168 p p
021 > 061 1 121 Q 161 qq
022n n 062 2 2 122 R . 162r r
023 U U 0863 3 3 123S S 163 s s
024 V 864 4 4 124T. T 164 t i
025 3 65 85 5 125U U 165 u UI
026 , 866 6 6 126 V 166 v V
027 4 0867 7 7 127 W W 167 w WI
0308 - 07878 8 138 X 178 x X
8314 -, 071 9 9 131 YY 171 y y
032 # Z 872 : 132 Z Z 172 z X
033 + 073; 133 1 173 1
034 _ < 074 < < 134 \ 174 I
835 > 875 = 135 ] 175 }
03G E 0876 > > 136 ^ 176 , 
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
AI:FONTS:48VRI KST 80:45:24






































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,


































Thursday, January 31, 1988
0008 040 188 e @ 140 '
001 4 j 041 ! 101 A A 141 a a
002 a o 042" " 102 B B 142 b b
083 0 043 # # 183 C C 143 c c
004 A A 044 8 $ 104 0 D 144 d d
005 - 045 % . 105 E E 145 e e
086E E 046& & 106 F F 146 f f
007 n n 847 ' 187 G G 147 g g
0108 A 05( ( 118 H H 150 h h
811 Y 051 ) 111 I 1 151 i i
012 s 052* 112 J J 152 j j
013 t P 053 + + 113 K K 153 k k
014 + 054 ,, 114 L L 154 1I
015 8055 - - 115 M M 155 m m
016 m oD 056 . 116 N N 156 n n
017 a c 057 / / 117 0 0 157 o o
020c c 060 0 0 120 P P 160 p p
021 061 1 1 121 Q 161q q
022 n n 062 2 2 122 R R 162 r r
023 U U 063 3 3 123 S S 163 s s
024 V Y 064 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
025 3 8065 5 5 125 U U 165 u u
026 e 086 6 6 126 V Y 166 v v
027 - 067 7 7 127W W 167 w w
030 078 8 8 1308 X X 170 x x
031 8 071 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
032 # 872 : 132 Z Z 172 z z
033 0 073 ; 133 [ 173 I
034 < 074 < < 134 \ 174 I
035 075 = = 135 ] 1 175 )
036 = 076 > > 136 ^  176 ~
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B
JUMPN A,LOOP ;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;31VRI KST 86:35:44
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





loop to print chars


































































Thursday, January 31, 1988
000 1 048 10088 a 140 ' '
001 .. 1 041 ! 181 A A 141 a a
002 a oc 042 " " 102 B B 142 b b
8803 /3 843 # 183 C C 143 c c
004 A A 044 S 184 D D 144d d
005 - 845 % % 105 E E 145e e
006 c c 046 & & 106 F F 146 f f
007 n rt 847 ' 187 G C 147 g g
010 A 050 ( ( 1108 H H 150 h h
011 Y 051 ) ) 111 I 151 i i
812 8 052 a x 112 J J 152 j j
013 1 1 853 + + 113 K K 153 k k
014 + 054 ,, 114 L L 154 I I
015 055 - - 115M M 155 M m
016oo oo 056 . 116 N N 156 n n
017 8 C 057 / / 117 0 0 157 o o
020 c c 060 8 0 128 P P 168 p p
021 : :3 061 1 1 121 0 Q 161 q q
022 n f 062 2 2 122 R R 162 r r
023 U U 063 3 3 123 S S 163 s s
024 V V 064 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
025 3 3 065 5 S 125 U U 165 u u
026 e 066 6 6 126 V V 166 v v
027 * 067 7 7 127W W 167 w
030 070 8 8 130 X X 178 x x
031 -, 071 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
032 # 072 : 132 Z Z 172 z
033 * 073 ; 133 [ [ 173 (
034 s < 074 < < 134 \ \ 174 1
035 2 > 075 = = 135 ] ] 175 1
036 a 076 > > 136 " " 176 ~
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .lOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B
JUMPN A,LOOP ;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS:31VR KST 86:34:54
Thursday, January 31, 1988
080 1 848 1880 a 148 ' '
00881 1 041 ! ! 11 A 141 a
882 a oC 042 " " 182 B B 142b b
8003 /3 043 # a 103 C C 143 c
884A A 844 8 $ 184 D D 144d d
805 - 045 % 7 165 E E 145 e e
8806 046 & & 186 F F 146 f f
00887 n 847 ' • 107 G G 147 g g
8180 X 858 ( ( 118 H II 158 h h
011Y 051 ) ) 111I 1 151 i i
8128 8 052 112 J J 152 j j
813 t t 053 + + 113 K K 153 k k
014 ± 854 ,, 114 L L 154 1I
815 . 055 - - 115 M M 155 m m
816 O co 56. . 116 N N 156 n n
817 a 6a 57/ / 117 O 0 157 o
828 c c 868 8 0 128 P P 168 p p
821 : 861 1 1 1210 Q 161 q
022 n n 862 2 2 122 R R 162 r
823 u u 863 3 3 123S S 163 s a
824 V V 864 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
825 3 3 865 5 5 125 U U 165 u a
826 e * 806 6 6 126V V 166 v
827 4 * 867 7 7 127W W 167 w w
8380' 0 878 8 8 138 X X 178 x x
831 - 871 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
832 id 072 : 132 Z Z 172 z x
833 e ~ 073; ; 133 [1 173 (
834 < < 874 < < 134 \ 174 I
835 r 075 = 135 ] ] 175 )
836 876 > > 136 ^  176





THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,f440700,,(ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B
JUMPN A,LOOP ;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;25VRI KST 80:13:44
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;AP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




PEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
p to print chars
jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;25VRB KST 86:13:22
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;AP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




'PEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
p to print chars

































AI:FONTS;25VR KST 86: 13:88
Thursday, January 31, 1988 05:41:58
000 1 040 100 a 148 ' '
001 4 a 841! i 101 A A 141 a
0.02 v 6 042 " 102 B B 142 b b
003 0 r 043 # a 183 C c 143 c
0884 A 844 5 s 184 D D 144 d d
005 - 845 % % 105 E E 145 e e
006 046 & 106 F F 146 f I
887 , , 847 ' 187 G o 147 g g
8108 k 858 ( ( 118 H H 158 h h
811 Y / 051) > 111 I .151 i I
012 6 / 052 * 112 J J 152 j j
013 t. 4 053 + 113 K K 153 k L
014 + 054 , 114 L L 154 1
015 e , 055 - - 115 M 155 m m
01.6 856 . . 116 N N 156 n n
017 a . 057 / / 117 0 o 157 o
020 c p 068 0 o 120 PP 160 p p
021 q 061 1 1 121 1 Q 161 q
022 n r 062 2 2 122.R R 162 r r
023 U s 063 3 3 123 S s 163 s a
024 V r 064 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
025 3 865 5 s 125 U u 165 u
026 ® , 066 6 6 126 V v 166 v
027 , er 067 7 7 127 W w 167 w w
030 r 0708 s 1380X x 170 x x
031 071 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
032 072 : 132 Z z 172 z
033 k 073 ; 133 [ ( 173 I
034 074 < < 134 \ 174
035 075 = 135 ] ) 175 1
036- 076 > 136 ^ 176
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come." the Walrus said.
"To talk of inany things:
Of shoes. and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cahbages and kings.
And why the sea is boiling hot.
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) :APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B.1440700.,IASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC.A
ILDB A, B
JUMPN A.LOOP ;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;20VR KST







































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships. and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot.
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) -API
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




?END FUNCTION FOR LISP
'to print chars


































English Alphabets Family: Bodoni
Bodoni is the creation of the 18th century Italian designer, Giambattista Bodoni,
and is the forerunner of Modern style type. It is a true Roman alphabet, with
no artificial excesses or eccentricities. There is a sharp contrast between the
hairline serifs and the thick vertical strokes which gives it a clean, modern
appearance. It is a beautiful typeface and should never have been provided as a
font for the XGP. The XGP cannot reproduce any of the distinguishing
characteristics of Bodoni, which are much too subtle. It is almost by accident
that we were able to identify what we have as Bodoni. The conscientious paper-
writer will do well to stay away from these fonts.
Font Name Pitch HT BL MW SW XC XL
FONTS; 20VR KST V 20 15 24 7 14 13
FONTS; 25VR KST V 25 21. 25 10 20 16
FONTS; 25VRB KST V 25 20 25 10 20 16
FONTS; 25VRI KST V 25 20 27 10 20 16
FONTS; 31VR KST V 31 25 28 11 22 14
FONTS; 31VRB KST V 31 25 30 11 24 20
FONTS; 31VRI KST V 31 25 28 11 24 20
FONTS; 40VR KST V 40 30 38 16 30 24
FONTS; 40VRI KST V 40 33 43 16 33 29
FONTS; 66VR KST V 66 51 63 26 51 46
FONTSI; 2SPSCL KST V 25 20 27 16 20 16





































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPENI
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





) FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars
,jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1:14BAXI KST 84:36:15
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
AI:FONTSI1:14BAXL KST 84:36:52
Monday, February 4, 1988 83:28:23
000 a 848 188 e @ 148 '
0881 4 1 041 ! 181lA A 141a a
002 c( 842 " " 182 B 142b b
00883 843 # # 183 C C 143 c C
004 A 844 8 184 D0 D 144d d
008 -- 045% % 185 E E 145 e e
008 c E 046 & & 106 F F 146 f f
007 in 847' 187 G G 147 g
0108 x 858(( 118 H H 158 h h
Oi1 Y 051 ) 111 I I 151 i
012 s 852* * 112 J 152 j j
013 1T 853 + + 113 K K 153 k k
014 + 054 ,, 114 L L 154 1 1
815 e 855 - - 115 M M 155 m m
016 co o 056 . 116 N N 156 n n
017 a 8057 / / 117 00 157 o 0
0208 c c 0868 0 120 P P 168 p p
021 D D 061 1 1 121 Q 161 q q
022 n n 862 2 2 122 R R 162 r r
023 u U 063 3 3 123 S S 163 s S
024 V 06 844 4 124 T T 164 t t
025 3 3 865 5 5 125 U U 165 u U
026 0 GG 6 6 126 V V 166 v v
027 --- 067 7 7 127 W W 167 w W
0308 • 878 8 8 130 X X 170 x X
031 - 871 9 9 131Y Y 171 y y
832 i 072 : 132 Z Z 172 z Z
033 o 073 ; 133 [ [ 173 ({
034 << 874 < < 134 \ 174 I
035 > 0> 75 = = 135 ) ] 175 } }
036 =- 076 > > 136 ^  176 ~





THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
AI:FONTS1:BAXL48 KST




































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP(COND ((NULL X) Y)
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come, " the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X)
SKIPA B, [440700,, [ASCIZ \FOOBAR\] I
LOOP: . IOT TYOC, A
ILDB A, B
JUMPN A, LOOP
;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(APPEND (CDR X) Y) ) ) ) )
;loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;38PSCL KST 82:59:32






































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX. JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X)<APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]3 ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;loop to print chars
;fump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;30VRI1 KST 83:00:28
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THE SICK BROWN Q.UUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,(ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars.
'LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B







































































































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPENI
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





) FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars
,jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;BAXI38 KST 03:19:39






































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To. talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
'"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B







































































































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPENL
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





) FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
88:15:54AI:FONTS;38VRI KST
Thursday, January 31, 1988
000 1 040 188 8 a 148 '
001 ·4 1 841! ! 1 A A 141 a a
002 a 8( 042 " " 102 B B 142 b b
003 a 4 043 # # 103 C C 143 c c
884 A A 844 8 $ 184 0 D 144 d d
005 0- 45 % 7 105 E E 145e e
006 c 8 046& & 106 F F 146 f f
007 n n 047' ' 107 G G 147 g g
010 X 50 ( ( 118 H H 158 h h
011 Y 051 ) ) 1111 I 151 i i
012 6 052 a 112 J J 152j j
013 t t 053 + + 113 K K 153 k k
014 ± 054 ,, '114 L L 154 I
015 0 055 - - 115 M M 155 m m
016 m I 056 . 116 N N 156 n n
017 a a 057 / / 117 0 0 157 o o
820 c 0680 0 0 120 P P 168 p p
021 : 061 1 1 121 0 Q 161 q q
022 n n 062 2 2 122 R R 162 r r
023 U U 063 3 3 123 S 163 s s
024 V V 064 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
025 3 3 065 5 5 125 U U 165 u u
026 e o 066 6 6 126 V V 166 v v
027 0 * 067 7 7 127W W 167 w w
0308 - 070 8 8 138 X X 178 x x
031 -. 071 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
032 af 072 : 132 Z Z 172 z z
033 4 ~ 873 ; 133 1 [ 173 {
034 s 074 < < 134 \ \ 1741 I
035 fif 075 = = 135 ] 1 175 1
036 fi 076 > >136 ^ ^ 176 -







THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B
JUMPN A,LOOP ;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;30VRB KST 86:15:33





































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
'"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\TI ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B








































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;AT
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




SPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
p to print chars
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"THE TIME HAS COME," THE WALRUS SAID,
"TO TALK OF MANY THINGS;
OF SHOES, AND SHIPS, AND SEALING WAX,
OF CABBAGES AND KINGS,
AND WHY THE SEA IS BOILING HOT,
AND WHETHER PIGS HAVE WINGS."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
LOOP TO PRINT CHARS
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
loop to print chars
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
The time has come,"the Walrus said,
To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing waK,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





doop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
85:41:37AI:FONTS;20VGI KST





































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





iloop to print chars








































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;A
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





IPPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
oop to print chars
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THE SICK BROWN QUIX JUMPED OVER THE tAZY FROG.
"The lil'e h,$ come," Ihe Walrus said,
"To I0R of many thIngs;
Of shoes. and sh~k , and sealing wex,
Of cabbages and kllgs,
And why the sea Is bolling hot,
And whether pi•s have wings.
(DEFU4 APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR N) (APPEND (CDR X) V)))))




:APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
sooa to prklt chres
;jump unless terminating nutl
85:39:083AI:FONTS;13VG KST
Family: News Gothic
The News Gothic family comes to us from Carnegie-Mellon. These fonts were
hand-drawn by Janice Karlton (her husband was a graduate student at CMU)
from Letraset transfer characters, then laboriously edited by hand on an ARDS
display. Because of the care which went into making them, they are among the
nicest variable-width sans serif fonts we have.


















20VG with short underscore
English Alphabets






































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
AI:FONTS1;METLI KST 03:27:87
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
AI:FONTS1IMETLBI KST 83:26:27





































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)






































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)








































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;loop to print chars







































































































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\JJ ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B
JUMPN A,LOOP ;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;METMI KST 83:38:80
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"'To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





loop to print chars
jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;METMBI KST 83:29:44





































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEI
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





ND FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTSI;METMB1 KST 03:29:21





































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPE]
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





ND FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars







































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;loop to print chars







































































































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
83:27:47AI:FONTS1;METM KST





































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;A
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




IPPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
oop to print chars
;Jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;METSI KST 83:44:28





































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;Ai
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




'PEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
'op to print chars
;Jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;METSBI KST 83:44:88






































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
83:38:54AI:FONTS1;METSB KST





































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing-wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars

































































AI:FONTS1; METS KST 03:380:31
English Alphabets Family: Meteor
This series of fonts came to MIT courtesy of CMU, who probably got them
from Stanford. Rumor has it that' they were created from Melior, a
contemporary design of Hermann Zapf based on the superellipse. This quality of
Melior just doesn't come through, however, in the Meteor. Nonetheless, they are
a pleasant face to read. There are three sizes, called Large, Medium, and Small
and are desigated respectively by L, M, or S. Italic (not true italic, but slanted),
bold, and bold italic are further designated by I, B, and BI appended to the end.
Font Name Pitch HT BL MW SW XC XL
FONTSI; METS KST V 25 20 28 8 19 17
FONTSI; METSB KST V 25 20 26 8 19 17
FONTS1; METSBI KST V 25 20 24 8 19 17
FONTS1; METSI KST V 25 20 23 8 19 17
FONTS1; METM KST V 30 21 33 16 20 18
FONTS1; METM1 KST V 30 21 33 16 20 18
FONTSI; METMB KST V 30 21 35 8 20 18
FONTSI; METMB1 KST V 30 21 36 8 20 18
FONTS1; METMBI KST V 30 21 32 8 21 18
FONTS1; METMI KST V 30 21 31 16 21 18
FONTS1; MET25 KST V 30 21 33 16 20 18
FONTS1; METL KST V 35 25 34 10 24 21
FONTS1; METLB KST V 35 25 37 10 24 21
FONTSI; METLBI KST V 35 25 37 10 24 21
FONTSI; METLI KST V 35 25 33 10 24 21
Thursday, January 31, 1988
0001 848 188 a e 148'
881 4 841! 101 A 141a a
0882 c 0 042 " 12B B 142b b
003 0 0843 # # 183 C 143 c C
884A A 844S 184 D 0 144d d
005 - 845 % 185 E 145 e e
086 c E 846 & 1806 F F 146 f f
087 n 7T 847' 187 G G 147g g
8180 x 8580( ( 118i H H 150 h h
811 Y 851) ) 111 I 151 i
012 8, 852* * 112J J 152j j
813 t 053+ + 113 K K 153k k
814 + 854 , 114 L L 154 I
815 855 - - 115 M 155 m
816 c co 856 . 116 N N 156 n fl
017 a 3 857/ 117 O0 157 o 0
028 c C 860 8 8 128P P 1s8 p p
021 D ) 8611 1 121 0 Q 161 q
022 n n 8622 2 122 R R 162r r
823 U 863r3 3 123S S 163 s S
024 V 864 4 4 124T T 164t t
825 3 8655 5 125 U U 165 u U
026 o 4 860 6 66 126 V V 166 v V
827 +* 867 7 7 127 W W 167 w W
830 4- 078 8 8 138 X X 178 x X
0314 - 871 9 131Y Y 171y y
032 ,# 872 : 132Z Z 172 z Z
833 * ' 873; ; 133 [ 173 I
034 < 074 < < 134 \ 174 I
835> > 875 = 135 ] 175 }
036 =- 877 > > 136 ^ 176 w
037 v V 877 ? 137 177 1'
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdef ghi jkl mnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
! "#8%&' () *+, -. /: ; <=>? [\1 ^_.I 0 4,
(X(3/A-E a YS +_±ewacDnUV3®*4--••0<>=-v
THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
AI:FONTS;40FG KST 80:42:43
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THE SICK BROVWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;loop to print .chars
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X)
;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




;loop to print chars








































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNC
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





p to print chars


































































Thursday, January 31, 1988 86:54:54
000 1 040 100 a * 140 '
001 4& - 041! - 181 A > 141 a w
002 (c 042 "  = 182 B 142 b
083 a~ . 043 # t 183 C 0 143 c o
004 A > 044 S a 184 D o 144 d .
005 - J 045 % t 185 E m 145 e m
006 m 046 & vo 186 F " 146 f -
007 7r 847 ' 187 G 147 g to
0108 > 050 ( - 118 H I 158 h :r
011 Y 051) - 1111 - 151 i -
012 a 052* . 112 J - 152 j -
013 t 053 + + 113 K 5 153 k
014 054 , 114 L r- 154 -
015 0 055 - I 115 M = 155m a
016 o 8 056 . • 116 N z 156 n =
017 a o 057 / 117 0 o 157 o o
020 c .n 060 8 m 1208 P - 1i8 p 0
021 ) u 0611 121 Q o 161 q a
022 n > 062 2 0 122 R m 162 r
023 U c 863 3 123 S rn 163 s 
024 V < 064 4 124 T -- 164 t -*
025 3 w 065 5 EU 125 U c 165 u c
026 066 6 oa 126 V < 166 v <
027 * 067 7 127 W 167 w
030- I 0708 oo 130 X x 1708 x x
031 . 4 871 9 w 131 Y < 171 y c
032 072 : " 132 Z N 172 z N
033 * ' 073 ; -. 133 1 ( 173 -
034 5 IA 074 < A 134 \ 174 -
035 Iv 075= ii 135] - 175
036 a I 076 > v 136 ^ * 176 .,
037 v < 877 ? " 137 _ t 177
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPE
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR




END FUNCTION FOR LISP
X) Y)))))
;loop to print chars
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing max,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;loop to print chars
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and.kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




;loop to print chars
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THE SiCK BROUN QUUX JUIIPED OVER HE LAZY FROG.
"rhe time has come," the Malrus said,
"ro talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing max,
Of cabbages and kings,
And uhy the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FU
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
a( (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (COR XJ Y)))))





;loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;20FGI KST 85:48:53






































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have Wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FU
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





;loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
85:48:31AI:FONTS;28FG KST





































































































































THE SICK IROWN OUUX MJUPED &ER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come." the Melrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes. and ships, and sealing wax.
or cabbnges and kings.
And why the sea -is boiling hot.
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) :APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULI )X. Y)





aloop to print chars
;Jump unless terminating null
85:38:42AI:FONTS;13FGB KST
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ebcdef9hi jl I mnopqrstuvwxy
0123456789
asp-en- .acZ1•:WV3e - e-*
THE SICt BPOWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
".The t ime has come.' the Walrus said.
"To tael of many th-ngs:
Of shoes* and FhEs. and sealng uar.
Of cab•h•crs and klnge.
And shy the se. is bo•l-ng hot.
And .hether plot have uings."
IDEFUN APPENO •X YI
(COND I(NULL XI Y)





;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;13FG KST 85:38:26
English Alphabets Family: LPT
The LPT family is so named because its members are all based on the design of
characters for line printers. 25FG is the default font for the XGP, and is quite
functional; one might even consider it attractive, although the eye tires after
reading much extended text in it. The smaller sizes, especially 20FG, are
primarily for packing a lot of text on the page such as for program listings.
Font Name Pitch HT BL MW SW XC XL
FONTS; 13FG KST F 13 11 9 9 11 9
FONTS; 13FGB KST V 13 11 10 10 11 9
FONTS; 20FG KST F 20 15 12 12 15 13
FONTS; 20FGI KST F 20 15 12 12 15 13
FONTS; 25FG KST F 25 20 16 16 20 17
FONTS; 25FGB KST V 25 20 17 17 20 17
FONTS1; 25FGZ KST F 25 20 17 17 20 17
FONTS; S16ROT KST F 16 16 25 25 -- --
FONTS; S25XIF KST F 25 20 16 16 20 17
FONTS; 30FG KST F 30 25 19 19 25 21
FONTSL; 31FG KST F 31 24 20 20 24 20
FONTS; 40FG KST F 40 33 25 25 33 30
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNC'
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





p to print chars








































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNC
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))






































p to print chars
p unless terminating null





































































































































THE SICK BROWN OUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNC]
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





p to print chars
p unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;25FGI1 KST 85:44:55





































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNC
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





p to print chars







































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said.
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
OF cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot.
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B
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THE SI;CK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;API
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




PEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
op to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS:22FGS KST 18:580:14







































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;API
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




PEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
op to print chars







































































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP





;loop to print chars
;Jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;18FG KST 85:39:48






































THE SICK BROi WQUUM JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Valrus said,
"To talk. of many things;
or shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(0Frun APPEND (x v)
(COND ((NutL X) Y)
;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




;loop to print chars



































































































This family has found favor among XGP users. It is a comfortable sans serif
design of fixed width, ideal for listings and tabular work. It bears a close
resemblance to IBM's Letter Gothic face for their Selectric type balls. These
appear to have come from the Stanford A.I. Lab, as so many of our fonts have.
The one exception is GACS25, which is Knuth's METAFONT version of
Gacham, except that any incompatibilities in character set assignment have been
removed.
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0882 a 842 "
003 843 #
884 A A 844 $
085 - 045 %
0886 c e 46 &
007 7 "T 847'
8108 858 (
11 Y T 051)
012 8 852
813 T 853 +
014 + 054 ,
015 Ec 055 -
016 , 00 056.
817 8 0 857 /
820 c 0608
821 > 8061 1
022 n n 062 2
023 u U 863 3
024 V 064 4
025 3 3 865 5
026 0 066 6
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Monday, February 4, 1988
888000 848 188 @ 148 '
081 4 1 041! 181 A A 141a a
802 a o( 842 " 182 B 142b b
003 0 3 843 # # 183 C C 143 c C
884A A 844 S $ 184 D 144 d d
885 - 845 % 105 E E 145 e e
886 c E 846 & & 186 F F 146 f f
887 7 Wr 847' 187 G G 147 g g
018 x 050e ( ( 11H H 150 h h
011 i 7 851) ) 111 I 151i i
812 8 852 * 112 J J 152 j j
013 ' t 853 + .+ 113 K K 153 k k
814 + 854 , , 114 L L 154 1 1
015 e ý 855 - - 115 M M 155 m m
816 o 85 6. . 116 N N 156 n n
817 a a 857 / / 117 0 0 157 o O
020 c C 8860 0 128 P P 168 p P
021 3 D 861 1 1 1210 Q 161 q q
822 n n 862 2 2 122 R R 162r r
823 U U 863 3 3 123 S S 163 s S
824 V 8 064 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
825 3 3 065 5 5 125 U U 165 u U
826 866 6 6 126 V V 166 v V
827 , 867 7 7 127 W W 167 w W
830- *- 878 8 8 138 X X 178 x X
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings.
AI:FONTS1;FIXED 14PT 84:57:35






































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;A
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




,PPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
oop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;25VGB KST 86:18:49






































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
loop to print chars
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;25VGI KST 86: 1:54





































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND(COND ((NULL X) Y)






;loop to print chars








































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND
(COND ((NULL X) Y)






;loop to print chars
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND F
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





op to print chars


































Thursday, January 31, 1988






























































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND
(COND ((NULL X) Y)






;loop to print chars
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND F(COND ((NULL X) Y)(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





op to print chars


































































Thursday, January 31, 1988
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
AI:FONTS;48VG KST 86:43:23







































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
AI:FONTS;40VGL KST 86:44:82
English Alphabets Family: Nonie
This is a second series of fonts obtained from our friends at CMU. These are
apparently based on, if not identical to, fonts obtained in a questionable manner
from an unnamed commercial source. The naming scheme is the same as that of







































mixture of NONMI and NONM























































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B









































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk oft many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\1]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B








































































































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;NONSB KST 83:54:18
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THE'SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;NONSB1 KST 83;54:34







































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





IAPPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
,loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;NONSBI KST 84:88:56






































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
An~d whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR x) V)))))
;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP. .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B
JUMPN A,LOOP gjump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;NONSI KST 04:89:41






































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B







































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPENI
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





D FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND F
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





oop to print chars
ump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;NONMBI KST 83:52:37





































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEN
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





D FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars
;Jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS1;NONMI KST 83:53:08






































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKlPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .lOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B
JUMPN A,LOOP ;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTSl;UPT175 KST 84:16:18




































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
AI:FONT51;NONL KST 83:47:088





































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
AI:FONTS1;NONL1 KST 83:47:33






































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)






































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
Monday, February 4, 1988 83:48:54
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
AI:FONTS1;NONLBI KST 83:49:35


































































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
AI:FONTS1;NONLI KST 83:58:14
English Alphabets
When the London Times underwent a complete typographic revival in 1931, it
commissioned designer Stanley Morrison to create what has since become one of
the. most popular typefaces of all time. Time Roman is basically an old style
face, with emphasis on function. Morrison's chief design goal was to make a
newspaper font, one which would allow as much material to be placed on a page
without sacrificing legibility. He did this by making the lower case large on its
body, giving them short ascenders and descenders. An 1-point Times Roman
character looks about the same size as another 12-point Roman face, but lines
can be more tightly set. One interesting feature of the original Times Bold
series is that each character was the same width as its Roman counterpart; the
two could be interchanged without having to rejustify the lines. This family is a
good bread-and-butter face, and can handle both text and display work equally
well.





























































































































































































TIlE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) :APPEN
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




iD FUNCTION FOR LISP
.jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;TIMES 8ROM 85:59:29
Monday, February 4, 1980
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come, " the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs hare wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) :APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) 7)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] :loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B
JUMPN A,LOOP ;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;TIMES 81TAL 85;:58:57






































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;loop to print chars








































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"Thle time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;loop to print chars








































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;loop to print chars
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZYFROG.
"The time has come, "the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700.,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR \]] ;loop toprint chars
LOOP: .IOTTYOCA
ILDB A.B
JUMPN A,LOOP ;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTSITIMES 10ITAL 85:47:41





































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
AI:FONTS:TIMES 11ROM 85:50:00







































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]]
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
;loop to print chars
AI:FONTS;TIMES 12ROM 85:52:82
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
AI:FONTS:TIMES 12BOLD 805:50:28
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STHE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come " the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the. sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) YJ
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ JFOOBAR\ ;loop. to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC A
AIFONTS, TIMES 12ITAL 18:87:37




































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
THE TIME HAS COME, THE WALRUS SAID,
TO TALK OF MANY THINGS;
OF SHOES, AND SHIPS, AND SEALING WAX,
OF CABBAGES AND KINGS,
AND WHY THE SEA IS BOILING HOT,
AND WHETHER PIGS HAVE WINGS.
DEFUN APPEND X Y ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
COND NULL X Y
T CONS CAR X APPEND CDR X Y
SKIPA B,440700,,ASCIZ FOOBAR ;LOOP TO PRINT CHARS
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
AI:FONTS;TIMES 12SPEC 85:53:28







































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,


































Monday, February 4, 1988
000 848 18800 @ 148 '
001 41 041 ! 181 A A 141a a
002 cc a 842 " 182 B B 142b b
003 0 843 # 1 183 C C 143 c C
004 A A 844 $ $ 184 O D 144d d
805 -, 845 % o 185 E E 145 e e
006 E 6 846 & 18 F F 146 f f
007 7 ir 047' 187 G 147 g g
010i x 850 ( 110 H H 158 h h
Oil YY 051) ) 111I 1 151 i i
812 8 6 052 * * 112 J J 152 j
813 t' 053 + + 113 K K 153 k k
014 + 054 , , 114L L 154 I 1
815 0 855 - - 115 M M 155 m m
016 00 056 . 116 N N 156 n n
017a 8057/ / 1170 0 157 o 0
028 c c 868 0 0 128 P P 168 p p
821 861 1 1 121 Q 161q q
022 n 062 2 2 122R R 162 r r
023 u U 863 3 3 123 S S 163 s S
024 V V 064 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
025 3 3 065 5 125U U 165 u U
026 1 066 6 6 126 V V 166 v v
027 ~ 067 7 7 127 W W 167 w W
038 0- - 878 8 8 130 X X 1708 x X
831* -, 071 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
032 $ 072 : 132 Z Z 172 z Z
033 o 4 073 ; 133 [ 173 {
034< < 874 < < 134 \ 174 I
835> > 875 = = 135 1 175 )
036 S - 876 > > 136 A 176 ,






THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
AI:FONTS1;14TIMS ROMAN 84:37:58
Monday, February 4, 1988
800 E 048 18800 140 '
881 4, 841! 1 11 A A 141a a
802 (x 042 " " 12 B B 142b b
883 A 843 # 183 C C 143 c C
884 A 844 $ 1040 D 144d d
8085 - 045% % 105E E 145 e e
886 E 846& & 106 F F 146 f f
0887 847 ' 107 G G 147 g g
0818 058 ( ( 11 H H 150 h h
811 Y 051) ) 111 I I 151 i i
812 6 052 * * 112 J J 152 j
813 t 853 + + 113 K K 153 k k
014 054 , 114 L L 1541 1
815 e 855 - 115 M M 155 m m
816 c 85 . 116 N N 156 n n
817 8 057 / / 1170 0 157 o 0
828 c 86880 0 120 P P 160 pp
821 8061 1 121Q Q 161 q
822 n 862 2 2 122 R R 162 r r
823 u 863 3 3 123S S 163 s S
824 V 0864 4 4 124T T 164t t
825 3 865 5 5 125U U 165 u u
826 if 866 6 6 126 V V 166 v v
827 fi 0867 7 7 127 W W 167 w w
838 - fl 870 8 8 138 X X 178 x x
831 - ffi 871 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
832 i fi 872 : .132 Z Z 172 z z
833 * 073 ; 133 [ 173 {
034 _ 874 < < 134 \ \ 1741
835 075 = 135 1 175 )
036 876> > 136 ^A 176 ~






THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
AI:FONTS;TIMES 14BOLD 85:53:58
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THE SICK BR O WN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZYFR OG.
"The time has come, "the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,

















































































































































































































































































A BCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU V WX YZ
ab cdefgh ijklmnopqrstu v wxyz
0123456789
"# $% & '() *+, -./.; <= > ?[\ {/}~




0882 ~ 042 "
00883 - 843 #
004 A 844 $
885 - 845 %
886 c 846 &
887 n 847 '
818 B 058 (
O11Y 851)
012 8 852 *
813 t 853 +
014 + 854 ,
015 . 855 -
816 80 056.
017 a 857 /
020 c l 868
021 : 0861 1
822 n 14 0862 2
023 u /2 863 3
024 V 34 864 4
825 3 ff 8065 5
026 fi 866 6
027 fl 867 7
830 ffi 078 8
031- ff 871 9





















































































033 873 : • 133 [ 173 {
834< 874 < 134 \ 174
35> 75 = = 135 ] 175 )
836 = 076 > 136 1768 ,,








8801 4 841 !
882 c -042 "
8803 0 043 #
884 A 844 $
005 045 %
006 c 046 &
0887 847
818 x 850 (
011 Y 051 )
812 5 052 *
013 1' 053 +
014 + 054,
015 e 055 -
016 co 856 .
017 a 057 /
028 c 06 8 0
021 D " 861 1
822 n 862 2
023 u 063 3
024 V 0864 4
825 3 0r 865 5
026 fi 06G 6
027 *J 867 7
0308 f- 878 8
031 - *p 871 9














Tuesday, February 26, 1980 15:11:07
180 e 140 '
181 A A 141 a
102 B B 142 b
183 C C 143 c
104 o D 144 d
185 E E 145 e
106 F F 146 f
187 G G 147 g
118 H H 150 h
111 I 151 i
112J J 152 j
113 K K 153 k
114L L 154 1
115 M g 155 m
116 N N 156 n
117 0 0 157 o
120P P 160 p
121 Q Q 161 q
122 R R 162 r
123S S 163 s
124 T T 164 t
125 U U 165 u
126 V V 166 v
127 W W 167 w
1308 X X 17 x
131 Y Y 171 y
























033 * 073 ; , 133 1 173 (
034 < 074< < 134\ 174
835 > 075 = 135 ] 175 }
036 a 076 > 136 ^ 176
837 v 077 ? ? 137 _ 177
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST U VWX YZ
abcdefgh ijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
/!"#$% &~'" +,-./;<=>?/[\i {/ ~
'-- t g•ff fiflffifi <•>
English Alphabets Family: Typewriter
Any fixed width font whose design was inspired by ordinary typewriter faces is
in this family. The Courier would have been an excellent face for the XGP if it










Pitch HT BL MW SW XC XL
IBM Selectric Courier
IBM Selectric Delegate
close to IBM Prestige Elite
boxed control characters
















































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP





;loop to print chars
;jump unless terminating null
85:48:18AI:FONTS;28FCOR KST
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B, [440700,, [ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]]
LOOP: . OT TYOC, A
ILDB A,B
JUMPN A, LOOP
;loop to print chars







































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNC
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





p to print chars







































































































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNC
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





p to print chars
p unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;25FR2 KST 82:21:88
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNC'
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





p to print chars






































































































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing max,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUINC
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





p to print chars
p unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;2SFRI1 KST 80:09:42



































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG
The time has come the Walrus said
To talk of many things
Of shoes and ships and sealing wax
Of cabbages and kings
And why the sea is boiling hot
And whether pigs have wings
DEFUN APPEND X Y APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
COND NULL X Y





loop to print chars




































All English alphabet fonts which do not clearly fit into any of the previous
families are collected here. We have only one size and style for some fonts.
Others have not been identified, if indeed they ever came from existing font
designs.
The Microgramma is somewhat of an anomaly. Its designers never intended it
to have a lower case, but apparently someone thought it should, and went
through the trouble of designing one. It is a somewhat "futuristic" font, quite
pleasant for labels and such, but not suitable for the main text in documents
because of its width and the way it blocks the page.
The 5X7 font is not for the XGP, but for video display.
The Quux fonts were designed by Guy Steele at MIT.
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
;loop to print chars





































































002 c ' 8042 "
083 "" 843 #
0884 044 $
s05 - () 845 %
0886 846 &
8807 847 '
818 ? 858 (
811 Y 851)
012 s 852 *
813 t 853 +
014 + 854 ,
015 @ 855 -
816 co 856 .
017 a 857 /
028 c 8680 8
021 : 061 1
822 n 862 2
823 u 863 3
824 V 064 4
025 3 865 5
026 e 866 6
027 - 867 7
030 - 070 8
031 4 871 9
03"2 ; 072 :
833 + 873 ;
034 < 074 <
035 S > 875 =
036 = 076 >
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND
(COND ( NULL X) Y)








Thursday, January 31, 1988
800 1 048 18800 @ 140 ' '
001 4. 1 041! 101 A A 141 a a
002 c oc 042 " 102 B B 142 bb
0883 /3 043 # # 183 C C 143 c c
880 4  A 844 $ $ 184 D D 144 d d
0885 - 8045 % 185 E E 145 e e
806c E 846& & 186 F F 146 f f
007 ~ n 847 ' 107 G G 147g g
0108 X 858 ( [ 118 H H 158 h h
811 Y 051 I ) 111. I 151 i i
012 8 052 a 112 J J 152 j j
013 T t 853 + + 113 K K 153 k k
014 + 054 , , 114 L L 154 I
015 . 805 - - 115 M M 155 m m
816co 00 056. . 116 N N 156 n n
817 a c 857 / / 117 0 0 157o o
020 c c 8680 0 1208 P P 160 p p
021 D : 861 1 1 121 Q 0 161 q q
022 n n 862 2 2 122 R R 162 r
023 u 863 3 3 123 S S 163 s s
024V V 864 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
825 3 3 865 5 5 125 U U 165 u u
826 e 066 6 6 126 V V 166 v v
827 - - 867 7 7 127 W W 167 w w
0308 - 070 8 8 138 X X 170 x x
031 * - 871 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
832 ' 072 : 132 Z Z 172 z
833 4 873 ; 133 [[ 173 {{
034 < < 074 < < 134 \ 174 I
035> > 075 = = 135 ]] 175 1 }
836 076 > > 136 ^ 176
037 v v 077 ? ? 137 _ _ 177 f
ABCOEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ




THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
[DEFUN APPEND [X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(CONO ((NULL X) Y)
[T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (COR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,,[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\]] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILOB A,B
JUMPN A,LOOP ;jump unless terminating null
86:12:17AI:FONTS;25VMIC KST
Thursday, January 31, 1988
0880 I 040 180 a 140 '
001 & 041! 1 181 AA 141 a
002 a 842 " " 182 B 142 b
003 3 843 # 183C C 143 c
004 A 044 S 184 D B 144 d I
005 0 845 % 105 E 1 145 e
006 846 & & 106 F P 146 f f
007 n 047 ' 187 G I 147 g g
010 , 058 ( ( 118 H i 158 h 5
011 Y 851) ) 111 I I 151 i I
012 s 052 a " 112 J J 152 j 1
013 t 053 + * 113 K I 153 k k
014 + 054 , , 114 L 154 I
015 . 055- - 115 M H 155 ma
016 o 056. . 116 N H 156 n
017 a 057 / I 117 0 0 157 o
820 c 060 8 I 120 P 160 p
021 D 0611 1 121 Q 1 161 q 1
022 n 062 2 1 122R R 162 r r
023 u 063 3 3 123 S I 163 s
024 V 064 4 124 T T 164 t I
025 3 865 5 125 U 1 165 u s
026 0 866 6 126 V V 166 v 1
027 . 067 7 127 W V 167 w
030 070 8 130 X X 170 x s
031- 071 9 131Y Y 171 y 1
032 872 : : 132Z Z 172 z s
033 * 073 ; 133C [ 173 1
034 074 < < 134 \ 174
035 > 875 = = 135 1 ] 175 )
036 = 876 > > 136 176 ~





THE SICK IROWN oOUU J HPED OVER THE LAZY PRIG.
"The time has come,'" the Walrs sald,
"To talk of mail thligs;
Of shoets, anid ships, and seall was,
Of c•lbages aid kings,
And why the sea Is loillig hat,
And whether pigs hain wings.'
(IEFU1 APPENI (K Y) ;APPEKI PUICTIIU FOR LISP
(COND ((KULL X) Y)
AI:FONTS:38VPLY KST 86:48:45
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)





;loop to print chars








































































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND I
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))





iop to print chars
imp unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;25VQXB KST 88:12:38





































































































































THE SICK BROWN OUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B,E440788;,EASCIZ \FOOBAR\33 ;loop
LOOP: .IOT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B
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ff0709 P. 14Ff70T,, VTOSIf 10(·))
0.00* . 200 00.*
20.0 0*pl
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A BCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdeFgh i j Ik mnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
! "#$%& ' ( )J+, - /: ; <=>C?f \ _(- I )-
J aB^-EN~ydfi+@maconvV30e64/£2EY
THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come, " the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things:
Of shoes, and ships, and seal ing wax,
Of cabbages and kings.
And why the sea is boi li ng hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN
LOOP:
APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B, 1440700, ,IASCIZ \FOOBAR\II I oop to print char
.IOT TYOC,A
AI:FONTS;33FRI KST 86:37:800






































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things:
Of shoes. and ships. and sealing wax.
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot.
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN
LOOP:
APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




































This division contains all foreign alphabets. It is usually the case that character
assignments between different sizes of a given language are the same or at least
similiar. There is no guarantee of this of course. Fonts are listed alphabetically
by language.
Foreign Alphabets








































882 a 842 "
8803 843 #
884 A 044 8
885 - 8045 %
806 0 846 &
887 n 847'
818 A 850 (
011 Y 051)
812 8 052 *
013 t 053 +
014 + 854,
015 D 855 -
016 o 056.
017 a 057 /
020 c 068 0
021 0861 1
Thursday, January 31, 1988 86:52:31
100. a 148 '
181 A 0 141 a
102 B 142 b
103 C 143 c
104 , 144 d
185 E 145 e
106 F 146 f
107 G 147 g
110 H J 150 h
111 I 151 i
112 J 152 j
113 K 153 k
114 L 154 I
115 M , 155 m
116 N db 156 n
117 0 157 o
1208 P 160 p





022 n 862 2 J 122 R 162 r
823 U 0633 3 123 S 163 s A.
824 V 064 4 1 124 T . 164 t A
825 3 065 5 1 125 U 165 u
026 0866 6 126V 1•
027 067 7 127W 167 w
8308 0 78 8 130 X 170 x
031 - 071 9 131Y 0 1 7 1 y
032 r 072: 132 Z 172 z -
833 4 073 ; 133 [ V 173 (
034 < 074 < i 134 \ A 174 1
835 > 875 = 4 135 ] 175 1
836 076 > 136 ^ ' 176 ,
037 v 077 ? 137_ 177 Ji
aoJlJoJJ .i
Thursday, January 31, 1988 86:53:29
000 i 040 100 e 140 '
0881 841 i 101 A 141 a
882 a 042 " 182 B 142 b
883 0 843 # 103 C . 143 c
884 A 844 8 184 0 144 d
005 - 845 % 185 E 145 e
00886 046 & 106 F 146 f
8807 847 ' 187 G 147 g 
018 8508 ( 118 H ,. 158 h
011 Y 051 ) 111 1 , 151 i
012 s 852 * 112 J , 152 j
013 1 853 + 113 K , 153 k
014 + 854 , 114 L , 154 1
815 0 855 - 115 M , 155 m
816 w 056 . 116 N : 156 n
017 8 857 / 117 0 , 157 o -
8208 c 8608 80 120 P , 160 p
821 3 861 1 1210 Q 161 q
822 n 0862 2 122 R 162 r
823 U 0863 3 123 S • 163 s
024 V 0864 4 124 T e 164 t
025 3 065 5 125 U 165 u
026 @ 866 6 126 V 166 v
827 067 7 127 W 4 167 w
0308 87 8 130 X . 170 x
031 - 871 9 131 Y , 171 y
032 072 : 132 Z . 172 z
833 + 073 ; 133 [ o 173 {
034 < 074 < 134 \ 174 I
835 > 875 = 135 1 175 1
036 a 876 > 136 ^  176








































































































































TXE CHK fPOH YY YMIEJ1 OBEP TXE JIA3fl POF
qTxe THwIe xac onret Txe anpyc caHA
tTo TajK oc4 MaHrf TXIIIrC
04 cxoec aiaA cxAnc ania ceaniHr a
O4 a66arec alHA KmIrc
AIuT xi Txe cea tic 6onamir XOT
AHR xeTxep nurc xaBe nurcq
.IE.YH AFIInEHR I
OHR HYJIJI 1
T OHC AP AnnEHA JP f




A*.nEHJl 4YHTHOH 4OP Jo1Cr
'on To npHHT xapc
yMn yHnJecc TepMHIIaTHHr HyRn
AI:FONTS;S25CYR KST 86:55:56
Thursday, January 31, 1980
000888 1 04 100 e U1 140 ' 'b
001 )K 041 101 A A 141 a a
882a 042 " q 102 B 8 142 b 6
00883 043 # 4 103 C 143 c
884 A b 044 184 O J 144 d A
085 0 845 % 185 E E 145e e
886 046 & IL 106 F 4 146 f 4
00887 847' b 187 G r 147 g r
0108 850 ( 110 H X 1508 h x
011 Y 51 ) 111i I 151 i H
012 s 052 * 112 J 152 j
813 t 853 + IU 113 K 153 k K
014 ± 854 , 114 L A 154 1 a
015 o 055 - 115 M M 155 m M
816 c 856 . 116 N H 156 n N
017 a 857 / 1170 0 157 o o
020 c 10 068 8 128 P 1 160 p n
021 : 5 861 1 121 Q 161 q
022 n b 062 2 122 R P 162 r p
023 U 3 063 3 123 S C 163 s C
824 V 864 4 124 T T 164 t T
025 3 065 5 125 U Y 165 u y
026 e m 860 6 126 V B 166 v B
027 067 7 127 W 167 w
030 070 8 1308 X 1708 x
031- r 071 9 131Y 1I 171 y
032 072 : 132 Z 3 172 z a
033 073 ; 133 [ 173 1
034 < 874 < Ko 134 \ 174 1
035 > 075 = i 135 1 175 1
036 bl 076 > a 136 ^ •K 176 ~





TXE C4K BPOH YY YMHEj OBEP TXE JA3I oPOr
qTxe THMe xac OMeq Txe anpye canA
qTo TanK o4) Malli TXHnrPC
04) cxoec arll cxnec aiyA ceannur a
04 a66arec aHIA KICre
AnI xf Txe cea Hc 6onanur XOT
AriA xeTxep nure xane Hnrcs
AnnEHJ bY4HTHOH OOP IHCH
AI:FONTS;S30CYR KST 07:11:43
IRE(DH AnnHEHR A
Thursday, January 31, 1980
000 1 040 100 e 140 ' "
001 4 H 041 101 A A 141 a a
002 a a 042 " " 102 B 142 b B
8803 3 043 # # 103 C C 143 c C
00884 ^ 044 $ $ 104 0 R 144 d A
885 -, 45 % 105 E E 145e e
0086 6 846 & x 1086 F 4) 146 f 4)
8807 n 047 ' ' 107 G r 147 g r
0108 85 ( ( 110 H H 1508 h H
011 Y 851 ) 111 I M 151 i H
812 s 852 * .112 J •K 152 j mK
013 t 853 + + 113 K 153 k K
814 + 054 , 114 L l 154 1 A
015 . 855 - - 115 M M 155 m M
016 o[ I 056 .. 116 N q 156 n q
017 a n 857 / / 117 0 0 157 o
028 c 0680 0O 1208 P P 160 pp
021 0861 1 1 1210 IJ 161 q Dr
022 n b 0862 2 2 122 R 162 r R
023 u bl 063 3 3 123 S 1 163 s II
024 V bl 864 4 4 124 T T 164 t T
0253 3 085 5 5 125 U IO 165 u io
026 9 0686 6 6 126 V B 166 v 6
027 * 067 7 7 127 W 1I 167 w uw
030 - - 0708 8 8 1308 X X 170 x
031 - 071 9 131Y Y 171 y y
832 w 872 : 132 Z 3 172 z 8
033 4 873 : 133 [ 173 (
034 • 874 < 134 \ 174 I 1
835 > 875 = = 135 ] ] 175 1
036 = 076 > 136 ^ 176 .






THE I.HCK BIROmIq UI1IOOX KIOMPERI OBER THE JA3Y 4)IOr.
"Tne THMe iari coMe," Tlne Ilaamoir taHA,
"To TaJiK o4 May THHnr[i;
04) tmoeu, aqA tnup[I, aqA RteanHqr max,
04 cansarett aqA KHqr1t,
Aqa Wuily Tile lea nH BsoHanur HOT,
AqA imeTlHe pHurr na6e mnHqrl."
AI:FONTS;S38CYR KST 87:13:49
Thursday, January 31, 1988
000 0 848 188 e 148 '
001 4 041 ! 181 A 141 a a
002 a 842 " 102 B 142 b b
003 0 843 # 183 C a 143 c c
0884 A 44 S 104 0D 144 d b
085 - 045 % 185 E a 145 e e
006 E 046 & 106 F 146 f I
807 n 847 ' 187 G i 147 g g
010 058 ( 118 H . 158 h
011 851 11.1 1 151 1i
012 s 052 * 112 J Z 152 j i
013 t 853 + 113 K ? 153 k t
014 ± 054 , 114 L 1541 I
015 . 055 - 115 M 1 155 m 1
816c 056 . 116 N Z 156 n n
017 a 857 / 1170 ) 157 o
020 c 060 0 128 P 1 160 p
0 21 : 061 1 121Q £L 161 q 4
022 n 0 862 2 122 R R 162 r T
023 U 063 3 123 S 163 s f
824 V 0864 4 124 T 164 t I
025 3 085 5 125 U IU 165 u U
026 066 6 126 V 3 166 v b
827 . 067 7 127 W1 B 167 w V
830 0708 8 130 X •170 x
031 071 9 131 Y 171 y
032 g 072 : 132 Z 172 z
033 * 073 ; 133 [ 173 i
034 r 074 < 134 \ 174
035 075 = 135 ] 175 )
036 076 > 13 ^  176 ~
037 v 077 ? 137 _ 177 f
bcbeftfitilm nopqarlttlu6u
Xiae Surg F89108%1 cOttz Suvion fsae toe 29( 8) a-NCO
X4C time Iflf come ti4e ~aIuf (Iib
Zo tfIt of mani) tf)tno
Of ffoef anb ffliof anb feating Ioag
of cabboage fnb final
lnb to fte fen if boiling 4ot
Nub rllettfer pi I nabe Vinof
ro7w Wa1122 aV
x (o10ess a 3w I 2a0 ft a
AI:FONTS;S35GER KST 87:13:27


































































































































Zf e time I•A comene the 2Iruf fnib
Zo taIf of ttanni tiliniOl
.f flloef anb Flipf nnb fenling rono
Of cnbbnocf nnb finef
t1nb ohi tile fen if boiIing flot
itnb )moTlctler Pio( Inhle )otinl
cr~c~9?t 9fl2 91)
eRwzSp w391653 Rc891zf Ioop to print cntarf
Fs10 )8$% wjcot
B1tSNS %(800 ~aP
Jump unleff terminnting null
AI:FONTS1;12GERM KST 84:33:49
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THE XIXK BPOSIN OTTS (TMfEA OEEP THE AAZ* cPOr
Tse rLeP '7a XopE 7r77 QCaXpvua oaS
To raXKi oo pamv rqtvpya
O0 o~-oo za av 77wLro apvS aeacXwt7 wa(
O0 XappaYaTe aPv8 KLw'y
AvP wp r7)76 • Ea• Lo aotXtvy 70or
Av yst oaiFEp vrya CasrE ww'ya
AE4pTN AHnENA 9 9I
XONA NTAA E 9
T XONX XAP S AlIIlENA XAP Z 9




AIIMENA *TNXTION tOP AIII
o wpwr x7apo






































































































































THE EIXK BPOfN OTT-- pTMFIE OEP THE AAZI/ fPOr.
"T7E L rpe t¶ao Xo/sz, rjE nalXpuo gacu,
"To 1-aXK o0 pavo, 1rtvyu;
Op aoso, av86 antru, av6 Ea•,'vy oar,
Oq xascayEr- av5 KLY•Ye,
Av6 ow 7tE QEa LO tOLXLLy or07,
AvP6 wOtrtrp rvya- 1avcE Lw'yC.
(AE4TN ArnnENA (; \1) ;AnnENb
(XONA ((NTAA -) \1)
(T (XO'NE (XAP -) (AI-IENA (XAP -) ,A)))))





xoor ro WPLTw X•¶•po"
tuAd r UVAweTr repCtyarlvy AvuXX
AI:FONTSI:11GRK KST 84:34:12


































































































































THE ZIXK BPORN OTT. pTMIIEA OEP THE AAZ* OPOt
Tqe _rqe acr xope rne fahpue eat8
To TaUvEo ow8 a" raye
0 , ar rotw va ever< avb axwy wat
Of xagaief ava f0Xwyr
Av8 oq* re crea tor PoXw'y o1or
AvA wn~e1r7ep Ivyc ? uae owtyye
AEtTN AIIIENA E. * AIIIIENA OTNXTION tOP AIZII
XONA NTAA Z 0
T XONX XAP AIIIIENA XAP Z T
ZKIIIA BAZXIZ §OOBAP Xoor ro wpwr xqapw
AOOI IOT TWOXA
IAAB AB
pTMHN AAOOII O*wr wuvAe repypwanrwy vvXX
AI:FONTS;S30GRK KST 87:12:86





































































































THE EIXK BPOQN eTTE pTMIIEA OfEP THE AAZ'P 4POT.
"Tuqe TLLe ioa XOLE," T77E SaXpva ma6,
"To TakK o00 AU.Vi T7tvT Vy;
O0 a777oeO, av6 777Lo, a&6 o akXvy wat,
O0 XOaB3aeC o aY KLv'yo,
Av6 w711 r77e aC-a LCo BotLhv 7 lor,
Av6 W1eTnlEp vtya -q•e WLVsyo."
(AEITN AIIIIENA (- q) ;ArIrIENA tTNXTION tOP AIMUI
(XONA ((NTAA =) 41)
(T (XONE (XAP :) (AIIIENA (XAP :) 4)))))







































































































































THE ZIXK BPOON OTT,- MTMIIEA OVEP THE AAZI' cPOP
ThE rwC natO XoPJE TnE Qapuo o•aL8
To TaŽ(r oq Pav; TnLVVYOr
O5 0-noo"- cav8 o-••rcr- av8 o-EaŽLVY Oa
Oq% Xafa'YE' aA8 KLVYO"
AvA8 Wn TnE~ TEa LO-{ OALNVY o'oT
Av8 Wo)ErnEp ~7rLYT nasE &o)LYO-
(AEcTN AITIENA (" TI,) AIIIIENA CTNXTION cDOP AIEIT
(XONA ((NTAA 'AA) X)






































































































































































THE IIXK BPOQN OTT' -pTMUIEA OFEP THE AAZI wPOT
T-/e rTLe 77au XO/Ie T77e 2 apua aaUL
To TaXK o0 1xav Tqr/Lvy
O0 oa77oea av3 a-tira av5 aeakXry wa,
O xadi3acea av6 KLVya
Av6 w77q/ • 7E oE a Lao ot30L y qorT
AvP W77T77lEp rLTa 7lase WLVTa
AI:FONTS1:GREEK 14PT 85:00:24
Thursday, January 31, 1980 86:57:23
0880 040 188 0 148 '
001 4 841 ! ! 11 A 141 a
002 a L 042 " ' 12 B 142 b
003 0 043 # 183 C D 143 c
804 A 044 5 184 0 1 144 d
005 - 045 % 185 E y 145 e
086 c 046 & 3 186 F 5 146 f 1
087 n 3 047 ' ,, 187 G 147 g
0108 , 058 ( ( 118H ,r 150 h
011 Y 051 ) ) 111 1 _ 151 i
012 S 052 • 112 J y 152 j
013 t 053 + Y 113 K Z 153 k 2
014 + 854 , , 114 L . 1541 5
015 . 855 - " 115 M 0 155 m 1
016 w 856 . . 116 N 156 n 1
017 "I . 057 / 1170 157 o
020 c .. 068 0 128 P D 168 p 9
821 > 861 1 121 Q 9 161 q
822 n 862 2 122 R 1 162 r
023 U 0863 3 123 S V 163 s 1
024 V 064 4 124 T t 164 t
025 3 065 5 125 U 1 165 u
026 e 866 6 126 V 1 166 v 11
027 - 867 7 127 W I 167 u P
8308 878 8 138 X r 178 x
031 071 9 131 Y 1 171 y "
832 072 : 132 Z ? 172 z
033 9073; ; 133 E 173 (
034 < 074 < 134 \ 174
035 > 875 = 135 ] 175 1
036 0 876 > 136 ^ 176 ,















































































































































































































THE STC BBOWN o00X JOMPED OVEI THE A•2Y FBO0.
"ThE tTmg h56 fomE," th6 W951i00 0Td,
"To tljý of m5iy thTgS6;
Of Mhoi~, gd 6hTp6, Egd §5IITpg uix,
Of 65bbigE5 gd ýTng6,
Ard why thg 6B5 T6 boTITV§ hot,
.Ad whgthC pTO§ h5vd wSTt§."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNC
(CONO ((NULL X) Y)
(T (tCONS (CA X) (APPEND (0CD X) YI))))





p to piTot ehiCr








































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNC
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (COR X) Y))))





p to print chars





























































































































































































Tuesday, February 26, 1988 15:19:05
036 = 876 > 136 ^ 176 ,
037 v 077 ? 137 177 /
c~dpadrLu.xklcqqa'mMclpy polma-".
phXX 6'dq paycam 00oo compxpF al.xy pXx "c," byaq.
p b"" q Uc,r bd co~.d
ck ""'cL" "wc6r ' c' -cdi  i
c(102 ad., b' c. "6 ct c" od/.
Fpxbom cppx.i :cppx>ZM4 Lomdpicn bLcay Ci'p
p darc M dcy cppx:M•o d•y
c6qpc parc-dd bcaICLy :a br D'cb ct "LD
-Jcp -Iap p"acdc
cqompm cmGcrcp ..- peg b'"ca ca
AI:FONTS1;TENGWR KST
SYMBOLS AND SPECIAL CHARACTERS
All fonts containing symbols and special characters which are meant to be used
in normal text appear in this division. This includes all mathematical symbols
and special typographic characters. There are no fonts for two-dimensional
layout or pictures.
There are no standard character assignments among these fonts, so check the
actual sample sheets for the character of your choice. Some fonts will contain
characters of zero-width which are made to be superimposed on the following
character. Accents and notational modifiers are of this nature, but not all will
be zero-width. There is unfortunately no way to indicate such characters in the
font samples. We can only warn the user that these things exist.
The division is further divided into two families: Mathematical Symbols and
Miscellaneous Symbols. These are not mutually exclusive. You will find several
non-math symbols in the former and even more math symbols in the latter. The
grouping is a convenience based on the majority of characters in a font.
Symbols and Special Characters
The Computer Modern mathematics symbols are probably the most complete
and have the advantage of consistency between sizes. They were also designed
by a mathematician, so there are most of the right ones. The CMATHX KST
font is an extended set containing several sizes of some characters, and parts of
others which allows very big characters (like large parentheses) to be
constructed.
The TIMES 12MTHI font was an experiment in using the Times family for
math typesetting. In addition to several math symbols, it contains the TIMES
12ITAL alphabetics, but these are not kerned (that is, they will not overlap as
normal italics should) so that spacing will not be too screwed up.





















for use with Times in math
V 108 27 70 23
Family: Mathematical Symbols
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Thursday, January 31, 1988
0008 I 848 - 188 0 % 148 '
001 4 841 + 181 A V 141 a R
882 8042 " 102 B e 142 b
003 0 .843 # o 183 C C 143 c 
004 A 044 8 4 104 D V 144 d b
885 - 845 % + 185 E 3 145e =
006 846 & A 186 F , 146 f
007 n 047 ' 187 G c 147 g
018 1 8580 ( ( 118H 158 h fi
811 Y 051 ) ) 111 I c 151 i r
012 5 852 112 J D 152 j 1
013 t 053 + * 113 K 153 k L
014 + 054 , 114 L 2 154 1 J
015 8055 - * 115 M 155 m II
016 o 856 .0 . 116 N 4 156 n
817 a 057 / 0 117 0 0 157 o
020 c 068 0 0 128 P oc 168 p -
021 D 061 1 0 121 Q1 161 q
022 n 062 2 A 122 R i 162 r ®
023 U 063 3 O 123 S = 163 s
824 V 064 4 ED 124 T 1 164 t i
025 3 0865 5 125 U U 165 u
026 0 866 126 V V 166 v
027 8067 7 n 127 W - 167 w C
0308 078 8 130 X x 178 x )
831- 071 9 * 131 Y 171 y
032 872 : - 132.Z 172 z ~
033 * 873 I 133 E < 173 -*
034 < 074 < 134 \ I 174
035 075 = 135 ] > 175 -
036 0a 76 > 2 136 ^ 4 176 ~
037 v 877 ? 6 137 _ 177 J
VECYCV3B.cc_ > _g:) .(:oclRelUV--x4
oo[A-Oeon*.
I c3,.C.cC ..CeR-,.UUx-DU•oc3VCV3RI 32V,,.XRc.*.
olotf- I NJ .... i T .,J ta
(V3,UqVtoc-3ocqV-(x..) IVoco334V,-XUqICcq,.- R-cRz,2_zec
..... ... ((4V,• : .( U__.x)_4)
-........ ( _,(e(C ,,(CVR.x)_(Vococ3V,(CVR,x).4)))))
------- Sc__DVE.VE
.. . . ..... D U p o t.= .=V 3 2_ .a 1141 -ll • ='• = es =• = ®ll a nr-• w .. 4,3-• J
AI:FONTS;PLUNK KST 86:54:087
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROGo
"The time has come" the Walrus said
"To talk of many things =
Of shoes and ships and sealing wax
Of cabbages and kings
And why the sea is boiling hot
And whether pigs have wingso"
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) "=APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISi
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))
SKIPA B[ZZCCC~[ASCIZ BIFOOBARIi]] --loop to print chars
LOOP+ olOT TYOCA
85:51:23AI:FONTS:TIMES 12MTH1
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AI:TEXFNTICMSY10 KST Saturday, February 23, 1988 280:27:17
8000 - 848 +- 188 / 148 ' -
001 4 041 ! 181 A A 141 a -
002 a X 042" _ 102 B S 142 b
883 843 # 183C C 143 c
884 A 844 8 +-+ 104 D 9 144 d
805 o 845 % 185 E 8 145 e
886 c 84j & > 186 F 9 146 f
807 n 847' - 187 G 147 g
0818 858 ( = 118 H JG 158 h
O1 Y 851) = 111 3 151 i
812 a 8052 f 112 J 1 152 j
013 t 053 + 113 K 36 153 k
014 • 0 054 , 114 L 154 1
815 * + 855 - 115 M .A 155 m
16 T 856 . 116 N 156 n
017 a * 857 / - 117 0 0 157 o V
028 c _L 060 8 1 128 P 168 p /
021 = 861 1 oo 121 0 0. 161 q
022 nC 8622 2 ( 122 R ' 162 r V
023 U 633 3 123 S 163 s
824 V 864 4 0 124 T J 164 t U
025 3 > 865 • 125 U c. 165 u n
026 - 8066 6 126 V r 166 v CE
027 >- 6 0 7 7 127 W W 167 w
8308 07678 8 V 138 X % 178 x §
031 - w 671 9 3 131 Y qj 171 y t
832 o C 872: - 132Z % 172 z $
833 073 ; 133 [ U 173( ¶
834 : 874 < 2 134 \ n 174 1
035 = 075= 135 LU 175 i
836 m l 876 > T 136 A 176 £
037 v 877 ? 137 V 177 f $
--f A1»-+<<> ==IU~ ,SHTft UnAV¶"oQ£$O
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{-AAf-(t-v u f l -I--l--) -- (vuv*
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801 4 041 !
002 a 042 "
8803 843 #
004 A 044 8
00685 045 %
006 8046 &
007 7r 047 '
018 X 858 (
O11 Y 051)
012 a 852 *
013 t 853 +
014 054,
015 0 855 -
016 = 856 .
817 a 857 /
828 c 868 0
021 : 861 1
022 n 862 2
023 u 063 3
024 V 864 4
025 3 065 5
026 e 8668 6
027 0 067 7
038 070 8
031 - 871 9
032 w 072 :





























































































































































































































Symbols and Special Characters
Fonts which are not clearly meant for mathematics are contained here. This
includes fonts with small characters whose relative baselines have been raised or
lowered to function as subscripts and superscripts. Since virtually all of our text
formatting systems are capable of doing this by other means, these fonts could
be flushed. We include them here only for completeness.
In addition, some programming and alternative language fonts, the APL and IPA
fonts in particular, are placed here.
























Int'l Phonetic Alphabet (partial)
for video terminal display
for video terminal display
typographical symbols












































































































































































































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The lime has come." the Walrus said.
"To lall: of many Ihlngs;
Of shoes, and shfpos and sealing wax.,
Of cabbages and klngs,
And why the sea is boiling hol,
And whether pigs have wings.
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y)
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) V)))))
SKIPA 8,I440700ASCIZ \FOOBAR\)l
LOOP: JOT TVOCA
•APPEND FWUNCTION F RLISP
loop tio prWin chrfs
AI:FONTS;SUBSUB KST 87:18:17






































































































































THE SICX BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The Ilme has comen" the Walrus said,
"To lalk Of many things:
Of shoes, and ships. and sealing wax.
Of cabbares and kings,
And why the Sea Is boiling hotl
And whelher pig. have wlngs."
AI:FONTS;SUPSUP KST 87:19:15
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) A
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y)))))




IPPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
oop to print chars


































































AI:FONTS:SUP KST Thursday, January 31, 1988 07:18:37
08800 848 108  148
8801 041! 101 A A 141 a
802 cx 042 " 182 B 142 b b
083 A 843 # 183 C C 143 c '
004 A A 044 S 184 D 0 144 d d
805 - " 45 % 185 E E 145 e a
00886 046& & 186 F F 146 f f
087 i " 047' 187 G G 147 g
018 858 ( 110 H 158 h h
o11 Y 851 ) 111 I 151 i
012 8 852 * ' 112 J J  12 j
813 1 t 853 . * 113 K K 153 k k
814 + 054 , ' 114 L L 154 1
015 . 055 - " 115 M M 155 m
016 = 056 . 116 N N 156 n n
817 a 057 / / 117 0 o 157 o 0
8208 c C 068 8 128 P P 168 p P
021 0861 1 1 121Q 161 q q
822 n n 862 2 2 122 R 162 r
023 U 063 3 3 123S S 163 s
824 V V 64 4 4 124 T T 164 t
825 3 3 865 5 5 125U U 165 u
026 e 8666 6 126 V V 166 v V
027 " 8677 7 127 W W 167 w
830 0 878 8 138 X X 178 x
831 871 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
032 " 872 : 132 Z 172 z
033 . 073 ; 133 [ 173 I
834 - 874 < 134 \ 174 I
035 075 = 135 3 1 175 }
036 " 076 > 136 A 176 -






THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) VY)))))
SKIPA B,[440700,;[ASCIZ \FOOBAR\] ;loop to print chars
LOOP: .OT TYOC,A
ILDB A,B
JUMPN A,LOOP jump unless terminating null
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<LOOP TO PRINT CHARS
<JUMP UNLESS TERMINATING NULL
AI:FONTS;S25APL KST 86:55:16





































































































THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes, and ships, and sealing wax,
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings."
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) ;APPEND FUNC
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y))))





p to print chars
p unless terminating null
AI:FONTS;S251PA KST 82:44:13
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882 a 842 "
003 843 #
884 0A 44 $
885 - 845 %
886 0 846 &
887 n 847'
018 0 858 (
811 Y 851)
812 8 852 *
013 t 853 +
014 + 854 ,
815 e 855 -
016 c 056 .
017 a 857 /
020 c 868 8
821 8061 1
822 n 862 2
023 U 863 3
024 V 864 4
825 3 865 5
026 0 866 6
027 . 867 7
8308 878 8
031 - 871 9
832 072 :


























































are undefined for this font.
GRAPHIC FONTS
The final division is for all the graphic fonts, those which contain pictures or
characters for layouts and drawing. The larger fonts typically have only a few
characters and are not presented in the usual XGP sample page format. For
many applications the user may want the exact sizes of a picture, we have
provided custom-made pages that show the character and give all the size
information about it which is in the font. For an explanation of the terms, see
Appendix Three on the KST font format.
There are two files below which contain the MIT logotype. They are provided
for convenience in making letterheads, and it is assumed that the user will
exercise good judgment when using them.

























-- -- figure drawing












































































































Thursday, January 31, 1980 05:02:29
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J U P E D 0
.T H E S I C K
Tuesday, February 12, 1988 14:44:39
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THE SICK BROWN QUUX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY FROG.
"T>ý'-'& )'-Y wz-E A,
(DEFUN APPEND (X Y) APPEND FUNCTION FOR LISP
(COND ((NULL X) Y)
(T (CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (COR X) Y)))))






































































Sunday, February 24, 1980 28:39:15





































AI:FONTS;MITBIG KST Sunday, February 24, 1980 20:36:39
Character code 101 A
Height ............. 226
Baseline ........... 226
Raster width ....... 241
Character width .... 241
Left kern .......... O0 101 A
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Thursday, January 31, 1988
000 3 848 188 e 148 '
081 4 841 ! 101 A 141 a
882 a 842 "  182 B . 142 b
88003 0 843 # 183 C 143 c
884 A 844 S 184 D 144 d
805 - 845 % 185 E 145 e
086 . 846 & 106 F 146 f
8807 847 ' 187 G 147 g
010 A 858 ( 118 H 158 h
811 Y 051 ) 111 I 151 i
012 s 052 112 J 152 j
013 t 853 + 113 K T9 153 k
014 ± 854 , 114 L 154 1
815 0 855 - 115 M 155 m
816 o 856 . 116 N 4~ 156 n
017 a 857 / 117 0 157 o
828 c 0608 8 1208 P 160 p
021 > 8061 1 121 Q 10 161 q
022 n 862 2 122 R 2~ 162 r
823 U 863 3 123 S 163 s
024 V 864 4 124 T 164 t
025 3 865 5 125 U 165 u
826 . 866 6 126 V 166 v
827 - 067 7 127 W 167 w
030 8708 8 138 X 170 x
831 * 871 9 131 Y 171 y
032 w 872 : 132 Z 172 z
033 * 073 ; 133 ( 173 (
834 s 074 < 134 \ 174 1
835 _ 075 = 135 I 175 1
036 = 076 > 136 ^ 176 ~




Appendix One: Font/Family Index
Following is a list of all the fonts which are displayed in this catalog. They are
given alphabetically (ascending Ascii order) by first filename, regardless of home
directory. Each font file is indexed by the family or division under which its
sample page will be found in the main body of the catalog. This form of


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix Two: English Font Sampler
The following pages are provided to aid the user in selecting fonts for the main
text, headings, and titles of documents to be printed by the XGP. Samples of
most of the English alphabets are given in a more conventional and compact
form, which makes it easier to compare alternatives. Fonts are grouped by
family. Only sizes up to and including 24 point (67 XGP pixels in height) are
shown. Some fonts which are found in the main body are not given here,
because they are derivatives of others. Typically for these fonts there will be a
difference only in the assignments to the Ascii control character codes, or a
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1234567890 ! "#$%&' ()*+,-./:;<=>?











1234567890 ! "#$%& ' ()+, -. /








































































abcdefghi jk I mnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567898 ! "#%&' ()0 +, -./:;<=>?





1234567898 !"#$%&' ()O+,-./: h<=>?
e f\E ^_' 11) I Ug•Y3n-14 si+ef
accnU3v®3e--esOas=vf
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghi jk I mnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567898 !"# #%&' () *+, -. ;< ,>?




abcdefghi jk I mnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567898 !"#$%&' ()O+,-./:;<=>?


















1234567898 ! "#$%&' ()+, -. /:; <=>?
c@ [\ ^ o ' IN Uv3® (PA-- E' ;•I•6yf
OO@C~nuV~eo--ý#0:52:=v
English Font Sampler
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1234567890 !"#$%&' () +,-./:;<=>?
@ c\ ^ _'3 II •n PA(<__>_YStv
w@acflu UY~ ew-®# ývf
English Font Sampler
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A B CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU V WX YZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !"#$%& '0* +,-./.;<=>?






1~t §V41 23•4fffiflffiffl <>/
FONTS;TIMES 24ITAL
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST U VWX YZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !"#$% &'O() *+,-.;<=>?
@[\]J '{/} 771 'tst f ff iflffiffl< >
Times
English Font Sampler





















































abcdefgh I j k i mnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 ! "#SX&' ( )*+, -./:; <=>?




abcdefgh i J k I mnopqrstuvwxyz






















1234567890 !"$%&• ' () +,-.I/; <>?
@E\3 '{ , .I)" C',y6t*.







Appendix Three: Format of the MIT KST Font Files
Each KST font file (usually has "KST" as its second filename) has the following
general format, regardless of type style or size:
" a two-word header ("word" means 36-bit PDP-10 word)
" an arbitrary number of character blocks (up to 128.), of a variable number of
words each
" an end-of-file flag, the number -1 (binary all ones). However, there have
always been two such flags at the end of all KST font files, and should
continue that way.
The Header
The first word is the "KSTID", which is ignored by all programs at MIT. It is
normally zero. The second word contains the Column Position Adjust (CPA),
which is 0 for all of our files, the baseline (BL) of the font, and the height (HT)
of the font. Arrangment is as
0 8 9 17 18 35
I CPA I BL I HT I
The height is the total number of scan lines required by any character in the
font, and is the number of scan lines contained in each character block which
follows. The basseline gives the number of scan lines above the baseline for. every
character in the font.
The Character Block
Each character block has a three-word header. The first word is a binary 1,
which serves as a convenient separator between character blocks. (This is
because only the high 32 bits of each raster word are used, with the low 4 zero.)
The second word contains the left kern (LK) for the character, and the Ascii
code:
0 17 18 35
I LK I Ascii char code I
The third word contains the raster width (RW) for the character, and its
character width (CW)r
0 17 18 35
I RW I CW I
The left kern gives the number of units (XGP pixels) to start the actual raster
display to the left of the current character position. A negative number means
to start the raster to the right of the current position abs(LK) units. The raster
width gives the number of bits which occur in each line of the following raster
array for the character. The character width is the number of units to advance
the current position after the character is printed. NOTE: CW is not measured
from where the raster actually is placed, but from the current character position;
that is, the LK is totally ignored when advancing the current position. This
means that, in general, adjusting the left kern of a character requires changing its
CW as well.
After this three-word header comes the actual raster display. There are HT
lines, each of RW bits. The bits are grouped into 8-bit bytes, with four bytes
per PDP-10 word. The low 4 bits of each word in the raster display must be
zero. The bytes in each word correspond left to right with bits from the raster
matrix (that is, bytes are used left to right in printing each line of the character).
However, within each byte the bits are reversed, so are used right to left within
the byte. This is an artifact of the way the bytes are shipped to the PDP-11
running the XGP. If RW is not a multiple of 8 bits, the remaining bits in the
last byte of each scan line are zero. Each scan line begins on a new 8-bit byte.
After the last scan line, remaining bytes in the word are zero.
The next word after the last scan line will be either a 1, signalling the next
character block, or a double -1 for the end-of-file.
NOTES
" The order of the character blocks within the file is not significant (that is,
they don't have to be in alphabetical order).
* The low order bits in each raster display word must be zero; unused bits in
scan line raster must be zero.
* Not all 128 Ascii characters need to be defined in the file.
* Each raster display must have HT lines, even if those below the baseline are
zero (unlike the AST files in this respect).
